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6BAbstract 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 

Mechanistic Investigation of Organocatalysis 
 

by 
 

Hui Zhu 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Organic Chemistry 
 

University of California, Merced, 2011 
 

Professor Anne Myers Kelley, Chair 
Professor Matthew P. Meyer, Advisor 

 

Active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) are often chiral. In many cases, 

different stereoisomers have significantly different physiological effects. As a result, 

the FDA requires clinical testing of each stereoisomer in any stereoisomeric mixture 

submitted as a candidate therapeutic and testing of the proposed mixture.  As a result, 

clinical testing of any new stereoisomeric mixture requires three separate clinical trials.  

This process is cost-prohibitive.  As a result, chiral pharmaceuticals are almost 

exclusively produced as single stereoisomers.  Racemic production of chiral APIs 

limits production to an absolute maximum of 50% yield. A more atom-economical 

approach is asymmetric synthesis, which makes use of reactions that produce 

predominately or even exclusively one enantiomer. In recent years, organocatalysis 

has attracted attention as a potential tool for drug development.  Organocatalysts avoid 

the usage of hazardous metals that can persist as trace contaminants in 

pharmaceuticals.  Many organocatalytic systems have been developed in the past years 

with outstanding yields and selectivities. However, the mechanistic details for most of 



 xi

those reactions are still not well understood. In this dissertation, the author will first 

discuss the mechanism of Hajos-Parrish reaction, a proline-catalyzed intramolecular 

aldol reaction by performing kinetic isotope effect (KIE) study and ab initio density 

functional theory calculation. Secondly, the author will present the mechanistic study 

of asymmetric borane reduction catalyzed by Corey-Bakshi-Shibata (CBS) catalyst, 

and demonstrate the significance of steric effects in asymmetric reactions by 

measuring steric isotope effects. Additionally, two related fundamental studies on the 

Alpine-borane reduction and Friedel-Crafts acylation reaction will be presented as 

they are united with the main subjects covered in this dissertation. 
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7BIntroduction 
 

12B1. Importance of chirality in pharmaceutical industry and current 
practice 

A molecule that cannot be superimposed upon its mirror image is said to be 

chiral.  The right and left hands of a human being possess this quality, thus chirality is 

sometimes referred to as ‘handedness’. In terms of group theory, a chiral molecule 

does not have rotation-reflection axis of symmetry. If a pair of molecules are 

superimposable upon the mirror images of each other, they are called enantiomers. 

Pure enantiomers have the same physical properties in the absence of a chiral 

perturbant, including melting point, boiling point, density, refractive index, solubility, 

etc. However, they rotate plane-polarized light in opposite directions. Enantiomers 

also have same chemical properties if treated with achiral reagents, but may interact 

differently with other chiral compounds. 

The human body is composed largely of chiral molecules. For example, all but 

one of the proteinogenic amino acids are chiral, and proteins that are built from these 

amino acids are essentially all chiral. Receptors and enzymes, which are composed 

largely or exclusively of amino acids, are the targets of pharmaceuticals.  A natural 

consequence of this fact is that different stereoisomers of a bioactive ingredient can 

have different effects. Thalidomide serves as a cautionary tale regarding the 

prescription of stereoisomeric mixtures.  Thalidomide, possessing exactly one chiral 

center, exists as either an R- or S-enantiomer.  The R-enantiomer is an effective 
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treatment for nausea, while the S-enantiomer is a potent teratogen. The drug was 

prescribed as a treatment for morning sickness in pregnant women. Throughout the 

1950s and 1960s, contamination by the S-enantiomer resulted in severe birth defects in 

more than 10,000 children in 46 countries.  These children often exhibited deformities 

such as phocomelia, the underdevelopment of limbs. 

In 1992, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) published a guide line on 

development of new chiral drugs.[1] Since separation and purification of enantiomers 

of drug molecules are no longer technically infeasible, the guide line claimed, these 

enantiomers should be treated as two different drugs. The racemate should be treated 

as pharmaceutical compounding and “there is no reason to expect the optimum ratio of 

the components to be the 1:1 ratio of a racemate”. Therefore, newly developed 

racemate drugs will need to undergo effectiveness and toxicity tests for each 

enantiomer. Only if 1:1 is proven to be the best compounding ratio will the racemate 

be approved for use in the United States. The costs of developing racemic drug 

candidates within the strictures of FDA guidelines has mandated the development of 

chiral drugs as single stereoisomers. 

With the notable exception of spontaneous symmetry breaking, one cannot 

obtain products in which one stereoisomer predominates from achiral starting 

materials. In general, reactions that form stereogenic centers provide racemic mixtures 

when starting materials and catalysts possess no chiral elements.  The transition states 

that lead to each enantiomeric pair are also enantiomeric, and therefore, equivalent in 

free energy. To effectively introduce stereocenters of desired chirality, it is essential 

that chirality is transferred from either a participating reactant or a chiral catalyst. 
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Chiral compounds from which chiral reagents and catalysts may be derived, are 

abundant in nature (Fig. I-1). 

 

These chiral inducers can be utilized in different roles, i.e. in chiral resolutions, 

as a chiral auxiliary, or as a chiral catalyst. For example, D-(-)-tartaric acid forms salt 

with each of the enantiomers of 6,6’-dimethyl-1,1’-biphenyl-2,2’-diamine that has  

different solubility in water, making the resolution of the latter compound possible by 

recrystallization. While chiral resolution is a very useful process in both 

pharmaceutical production and scientific research,[2] we are more interested in the 

reactions that succeed in generating stereoisomeric mixtures where one stereoisomer 

predominates heavily.  

 

Asymmetric reactions are inherently more efficient than chiral resolution for 

two reasons. First of all, static enantiomeric resolutions have maximal theoretical 

yields of 50%. While dynamic chiral resolutions provide a means of racemizing the 

unwanted enantiomer coupled with a means of making the wanted enantiomer inert to 

racemization, these processes are not generally available for molecules of interest. In 

NH2

NH2 H2N

H2N

 
Figure I-2. Enantiomers of 6,6’-dimethyl-1,1’-biphenyl-2,2’-diamine. 

(+)--pinene

N
H

COOH

L-proline

COOH

COOH

HO

HO

D-(-)-tartaric acid  
Figure I-1. Common chiral natural products 
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fact, two-thirds of the cost involved in production of naproxen, a chiral anti-

inflammatory drug, is associated with the resolution-racemization process.[11] In 

general, catalytic asymmetric generation of chiral molecules are desirable relative to 

resolution strategies because they require less investment in capital equipment, less 

processing time and labor, and reduce the use of solvents and energy associated with 

resolution.[3]  

13B2. Approaches of asymmetric reactions 
Some of the most successful 

applications of stereoselective strategies 

in industry are those that employ 

removable chiral auxiliaries. Pioneered 

by Evans[4], nucleophiles incorporating 

oxazolidinone chiral auxiliaries have 

proven fruitful for asymmetric aldol 

reactions. On “propionate-type” 

substrates, the reaction gives >99% 

diastereomeric ratio, with a 60-80% 

isolated yield on testing examples.[4] 

This process was successfully scaled up 

by a group of process chemists to 20-50 

kg scale to facilitate the synthesis of (+)-

HO

O

R1

N

O

R1O
O

N

O

R1O
O

OH

R2

MeONa
MeOH

MeO

O

R1

OH

R2

NH

O
O

(S)-4-
isopropyloxa
zolidin-2-one

i)nBu2OTf
ii)R2CHO,base

Figure I-3. General reaction cycle of 
oxazolidinone chiral auxiliaries 
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discodermolide, an anticancer natural product.[5] 

In a review article of practical asymmetric synthesis, the author attributes the 

success of the chiral auxiliary strategy to maturity and predictability associated with 

the general method.[6] The implementation of chiral auxiliaries provides predictable 

chiral control, ease of scale up and resistance to minor perturbations such as impurities 

present in starting materials, solvents, etc. Hence, compared to many extant catalytic 

asymmetric processes, auxiliary-based methods often consume less development time 

and are therefore more convenient for speedy delivery of new drug for preclinical and 

early clinical studies. 

The major advantage of the chiral auxiliary strategy is the predictability of the 

method. The predictability of the chiral auxiliary approach is partially due to our 

detailed understanding of the underlying mechanistic features of anionic aldol 

reactions.  The stereoselectivity of aldol reactions based on the identity of the enolate 

can be well explained and predicted using the Zimmerman–Traxler model developed 

in 1957.[7] As a matter of fact, several reviews and monographs have been published in 

this field.[10] However, the disadvantages of this approach are also obvious and 

inevitable. The major issue is the extra steps required for attaching and detaching the 

chiral auxiliary. Extra steps introduced necessarily lead to a reduction in yield and 

increased sophistication of the purification process.  Furthermore, the auxiliary needs 

O

OH

OH

OH

OH OCONH2

O

 
Figure I-4. Structure of discodermolide 
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to be carefully chosen to be compatible with the chemistry employed. In addition, the 

recovery and reuse of the chiral auxiliary should be considered in order to reduce the 

cost and effort of disposal of waste. 

Asymmetric catalysis has become increasingly attractive in industrial 

approaches to chiral synthesis. Conceptually, asymmetric catalysis is typically 

achieved by modifying an achiral catalyst with chiral ligands or substituents such that 

the free energy of activation is lowered for the formation of the preferred enantiomer. 

The type of reaction varies from reactions that could generate one stereocenter such as 

hydrogenation/reduction, hydroamination, alkylation, etc, to reactions that generate 

multiple stereo centers at once, such as aldol reactions, Diels-Alder reactions, 

epoxidations, etc. 

Originally developed by Corey, Bakshi and Shibata, the stereoselective 

reduction catalyzed by chiral oxazaborolidine derivatives, or CBS reduction, has been 

employed in a number of syntheses for medical study as well as pharmaceutical 

development.[13] The CBS catalyst, which can be synthesized in a straightforward 

manner from proline, often exhibits high enantioselectivity over a large number of 

structurally distinct ketone substrates. 
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The CBS catalyst has found application in the pharmaceutical industry both as 

catalyst and as a stoichiometric reagent[6]. See below for an in-depth discussion of the 

mechanism of the CBS reduction. 

14B3. Methods of physical organic chemistry to study reaction 
mechanism 

Physical organic chemistry is the study of the interrelationships between 

structure and reactivity (or selectivity) in organic reactions.[12] In other words, physical 

organic chemical studies provide insight into the reaction mechanism and substrate 

range of a given reaction. A number of useful mechanistic methods have been 

introduced over the past century.  Those mechanistic methods which are most germane 

to the research described herein are described below. 

41B3.1. Kinetic Isotope Effect 

Kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) are measurements of the relative rates of 

isotopologues or isotopomers. The KIE is often defined as the ratio of rate constants 

corresponding to the conversion of light and heavy isotopologues. Specifically, 2H 

KIEs are the ratio of rate constants of protiated and deuterated isotopologues, and 13C 

KIEs are the ratio of rate constants of 12C labeled and 13C labeled isotopologues. 

O
N B

O

H Ph
Ph

(CBS-catalyst)

BH3·diethylaniline

OH

 
Figure I-5. Example of CBS reduction 
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Perhaps the most simplistic view 

concerning the origin of KIEs is based upon 

isotope-dependent changes in zero-point 

energy in proceeding from reactants to the 

rate-limiting transition state.  Zero-point 

energy (ZPE) is a consequence of the 

Heisenberg uncertainty principle.  

Quantitatively speaking, the ZPE associated with a particular vibrational mode is hν/2.  

Of course, the fundamental frequency, ν, is mass-dependent.  Substituting a heavy 

isotope for a lighter isotope at a position that is involved in a particular vibration 

increases the reduced mass associated with the vibration.  The difference of ZPEs of 

light and heavy isotopes (ΔZPE) depends on the “tightness” of the vibrational well, 

which could be described by the second partial derivative of the energy surface along 

the vibrational coordinate. If a reaction's TS has a “looser” well than the reactant, the 

ΔZPE of TS is smaller than that of reactant (ΔΔZPE<0), thus heavy isotopologue must 

overcome an energy barrier higher than the light isotopologue, thereby increasing the 

free energy of activation associated with the heavy isotopologue or isotopomer. This 

creates a KIE larger than unity and called “normal” KIE for historical reasons. On the 

 
Figure I-6. Origin of A) Normal and 

B) Inverse KIEs 
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other hand, If a reaction's TS has a “tighter” 

well than the reactant, the ΔZPE of TS is larger 

than that of reactant (ΔΔZPE>0), thus light 

isotopologue need to overcome an energy 

barrier higher than the heavy isotopologue and 

reacts slower. This creates a KIE smaller than 

unity and called “inverse” KIE. See Fig. I-6. 

A primary isotope effect is observed 

when the position of isotopic substitution 

involves in a bond that is breaking or forming 

during the rate-limiting step of a reaction. This 

phenomenon is particularly easy to illustrate 

using a proton/hydrogen/hydride transfer 

reaction. In such a case, the difference of 

activation energy of protiated and deuterated 

substrates is the ΔZPE of the bond broken. At 

298 K, for a C-H bond with a stretching mode at 3000 cm-1, the primary isotope effect 

kH/kD is approximately 8.4.[8] When the substitution is not involved in the bond 

cleavage but rather a change in bond hybridization or hyperconjugation, a secondary 

isotope effect, which is usually much smaller in magnitude than primary isotope effect, 

can be observed. See Fig. I-7. 

Quantitatively, an expression for the KIE can be derived from transition state 

theory in terms of molecular translational, rotational, and vibrational partition 

 
Figure I-7.  
A) Primary KIE is generated by 
vibrational mode along the 
reaction coordinate. 
B) Secondary KIE is generated by 
vibrational mode perpendicular to 
the reaction coordinate. 
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functions.  The KIE can be decomposed into its MMI, EXC, and ZPE components.  

These components can be thought of as having distinct physical origins.  The MMI 

(mass and moment of inertia) component comes from the translational and rotational 

partition functions.  The EXC (vibrational excitation) expresses the contribution to the 

KIE from excited vibrational states.  Finally, the ZPE contribution arises from the 

zero-point vibrational energy and is often the dominant contribution to the KIE.[19]  

The derivation is as below: 
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where k is rate constant, κ is proportionality constant, K‡ is equilibrium constant of the 

quasi-equilibrium of transition state and reactant, q is partition function, M is 

molecular weight, I is moment of inertia, σ is symmetry number and u = hν/RT and is 

the fundamental vibrational frequency. Under Born-Oppenheimer approximation, 

proportionality constants for different isotopologues are same. In most practical cases, 

symmetry numbers of reactants and transition states are equal to 1. Thus, the term 

‡
H

‡
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  is omitted. Define 
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we have 

 ZPE EXC  MMI  KIE   

Applying the Redlich-Teller product rule[20], namely 
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which breaks down the MMI term into ratio of vibrational frequencies, the Bigeleisen 

Equation can be expressed in terms of only vibrational frequencies: 

  ZPEEXCVP  KIE ‡
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42B3.2. Linear Free Energy Relationship 

Linear free energy relationships (LFERs)[21] reveal the effect of changing 

substituents (or environment) upon the observed reaction rate (or some other factor 

directly dependent upon rate). It is realized by comparing two sets of reactions on 

differentially substituted substrates, in which one set of reactions serves as the 

“standard reaction”, and the relative rates of these reactions are plotted on the x axis. 

There are a number of plotting methods for different effects, like Hammett plot[16] for 

reactions involving benzoic acid derivatives with meta- and para-substituents, and 

Taft plot[9] to describe the steric effects of a substituent. 

In performing a LFER study, one utilizes a parameter that describes the 

response of the reference reaction to a change in substituent.  In the conventional 

Hammett plot, this parameter is σ (sigma).  This parameter, σ, is defined by the 

ionization of benzoic acids with hydrogen as the reference substituent (σH=0). σ values 

of other substituents are defined as the logarithm of the relative acid dissociation 

constant (Ka), and they are readily available.[14]  Plots of the logarithmic dependence 

of the rate (or equilibrium constant) versus σ (or related parameter) yields a linear plot 

with slope, ρ (rho), which describes the responsiveness of the reaction under 

investigation to substitution. 
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Figure I-8. Ionization reaction of benzoic acids 
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The reaction constant, or sensitivity constant, ρ, describes the susceptibility of 

the reaction to substituents, compared to the ionization of benzoic acid. It is equivalent 

to the slope of the Hammett plot. Information on the reaction and the associated 

mechanism can be obtained based on the value obtained for ρ. As the value of ρ is 

related to the charge during the rate determining step, mechanisms can be devised 

based on this information. See Fig. I-9 for sample Hammett plots. 
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Figure I-9. Sample Hammett plots. (a) ρ=-0.1(2) for HCl catalyzed esterification of 
substituted benzoic acids with ethanol at 25°C, no significant charge built in the 
rate-limiting step; (b) ρ=1.5(1) for reaction of ethanol with substituted benzoyl 
chlorides at 0°C, negative charge built during reaction; (c) ρ=-1.9(3) for hydrolysis 
of substituted benzyl chlorides in acetone-water medium at 69.8°C, positive charge 
created by the reaction. Reaction rate constants are taken from ref [15(a)-(c)] and 
plotted against σ values obtained from table I of ref [16]. 
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15B4. Steric Effect and Kinetic Isotope Effect  
Conceptually, it is well-accepted that a C–H bond is longer than a C–D bond.  

The differences in bond length between equivalent C–H and C–D bonds arise from 

two aspects of their disparate quantum mechanical behavior.  First, the average 

displacement of the C–D bond is smaller because the C–D stretch occupies a lower 

and therefore more harmonic part of the vibrational potential than the C–H bond.  

Second, positional distribution of a hydrogen atom in a C–H bond is more disperse 

than the positional distribution associated with C–D bonds (Fig. I-10).  Combined, 

these factors manifest themselves in the observation that the C-D bond is slightly 

shorter than C-H bond. Accordingly, molecular mechanics calculations[17] assign a 

smaller van der Waals radius to deuterium than to hydrogen.  

Experimental determination of steric 

deuterium isotope effect has been carried out on 

racemization of some designed axially-chiral 

biphenyl compounds.[18] On those reactions, 

one enantiomeric atropisomer is synthesized or 

resolved, and the racemization process is 

monitored by polarimetry. Significant inverse KIE, ranged from 0.84 to 0.89, were 

measured for these systems, which implies that CD3 group and aromatic C-D bond are 

less sterically obtrusive than their protiated counterparts. 

 
Figure I-10. Anharmonicity of 

C-H stretching well 
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In many transition state models of stereoselective reactions, steric effects are 

often assumed to play an important role. For example, Figure I-12 shows the TS of 

rate-limiting step (hydride transfer) in CBS reduction of 2-methyl-1-(2,5-

dimethylphenyl)propan-1-one. According to this model, the stereoselectivity is 

derived from the steric recognition – the B-methyl group would prefer smaller group 

(in this case, isopropyl) rather than larger group (in this case, phenyl) to be in 

proximity. It follows that a steric 2H KIE should be manifest at the prochiral methyl 

groups residing upon the isopropyl substituent.  This topic will be further discussed in 

the main chapters. 
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Figure I-11. Classic examples of steric isotope effects. (a) Racemization of 2,2’-
dibromo-4,4’-dicarboxybiphenyl. (b) Racemization of 1,1’-biphenyl. (c) 
Racemization of 9,10-Dihydro-4,5-dimethylphenanthrene 
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8BChapter 1. Mechanistic Study of the Hajos-Parrish Reaction 

 

16BBackground and Previous Work 
In the search for asymmetric catalysts, it is a natural idea for the chemists to 

utilize chirality provided in naturally-occurring compounds. As the only proteinogenic 

amino acid that is a secondary amine, proline is a natural choice, given its versatile 

ability to act as either an iminium electrophile or as an enamine nucleophile to transfer 

chirality.[2] In fact, the usefulness of proline as a catalyst even earns itself a 

designation of “the simplest enzyme”.[3] The Hajos-Parrish reaction (sometimes also 

referred as Hajos-Parrish-Eder-Sauer-Wiechert reaction), an intramolecular aldol 

reaction reported separately by two research groups in the 1970s, is one of the most 

successful examples of proline catalysis.[1]  

 

The merit of this reaction is that it fixes two chiral centers at the same time (if 

the product does not undergo elimination). The eliminated ketone, also known as 

Wieland-Miescher ketone, is a good precursor for many syntheses, e.g. ancistrofuran[7a] 
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Figure 1-1. Hajos-Parrish-Eder-Sauer-Wiechert Reaction 
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or anti-cancer drug Taxol[7b]. Because of the non-toxic and metal-free nature of proline, 

this reaction also alleviates the purification efforts for drug making process. 

 

Beginning with the earliest studies, researchers assumed the C-C bond 

formation step of Hajos-Parrish reaction is the rate-limiting step. Therefore, several 

transition state models have been proposed. Agami and colleagues[6a] reported a 

nonlinear dependence upon the enantiomeric excess measured in the aldol product and 

the enantiomeric excess of the proline catalyst.  From these findings, they proposed a 

transition state that involves the simultaneous participation of two proline molecules. 

Swaminathan[6b] proposed a heterogeneous mechanism on the surface of proline 
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crystal based on the observation that the proline solid is not totally dissolved. Beside 

these experimental efforts, Houk[6c] proposed a one-proline enamine mechanism based 

upon density functional theory calculations.  Houk’s model was corroborated by the 

experimental work of List[6d] who duplicated Agami’s experiment but didn’t find a 

nonlinear effect dependence of the aldol product upon the enantiomeric excess of the 

proline catalyst 

Interestingly, Blackmond[8] and co-workers pointed out that the non-linear 

dependence of the enantiomeric excess of the product upon the enantiomeric excess of 

the proline catalyst is likely to arise because racemic proline is more soluble in polar 

aprotic organic solvents than pure stereoisomers of proline. Aside from the 

Swaminathan model, which proposed a biphasic reaction mechanism, both the Agami 

and Houk-List models posit that the proline is homogenous with the substrate. 

However, in the plot of ee relationships, the “ee” of proline often refers to how much 

D- and L-proline solid added to the reaction system, rather than a measurement of the 

solution phase. Moreover, according to our observation, the solubility of proline is 

usually affected by the dryness of the solvent. This is understandable since water is a 

hydrogen bond donor and acceptor and is likely to increase the polarity of the solvent, 

resulting in an increase of the solubility of proline. Nevertheless, the discussions of the 

importance of residual water are scrupulously avoided in the literature. 

In summary, although intensive mechanistic studies have been performed for 

Hajos-Parrish reaction, some questions still exist. Questions that remained previous to 

our work were: Which step is rate-limiting? How many molecules of proline are 

involved in the rate-limiting transition state? How similar to an enzyme is proline in 
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asymmetric aldol reactions? A suite of kinetic isotope effect experiments, kinetics 

studies, and computational efforts have been directed toward resolving these questions. 

17BKinetic Experiment Using Saturated Proline Solution 
First of all, we would like to clarify the mystery of whether the non-linear 

effect of proline exists. To eliminate the discrepancy generated by the different 

solubility of proline with different ee, we prepared saturated solution of L-proline and 

D-proline in DMF-d7 separately before mixing them accordingly to prepare proline 

solution with different ee. We then added the substrate to those solutions of catalyst 

and monitored their initial rates of reaction by NMR spectroscopy. 

It is worth mentioning that we noticed that water plays a crucial role for the 

reaction. Overly wet solvent will have slower reactivity and yield more eliminated 

product. However, if the solution is too dry, the reaction does not proceed to any 

measurable extent over the course of at least one week. In order to obtain meaningful 

results in a reasonable amount of time, the water level must be tightly regulated. To 

achieve this goal, we prepared the saturated solution of both enantiomers of proline by 

adding molecular sieves to over saturated proline solution for at least 24 hours before 

the solution was filtered and used. This observation that dryness stops the reaction 

eliminates Swaminathan’s model, which claims the reaction could happen at the 

interface of solution and crystalline proline, from consideration. 
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We found a non-

linear dependency of 

reaction rate against ee of 

proline as plotted in Fig. 1-4. 

The reaction catalyzed by 

racemic proline is faster 

than the reaction catalyzed 

by either enantiomer. Thus, 

more than one proline 

molecule is likely involved 

in the rate-limiting step. However, this result does not necessarily preclude the 

invocation of a one-proline model in reactions utilizing only one enantiomer of proline. 

It is possible that the one-proline reaction pathway competes with a more facile 

pathway catalyzed by two or more proline molecules. Fig. 1-4 demonstrates that the 

reaction catalyzed by racemic proline is faster than that catalyzed by a single 

enantiomer. To better understand the reaction mechanism under conditions where only 

one enantiomer is used as a catalyst, we employ a series of KIE experiments in 

conjunction with computed transition structures. 

18BCarbon-13 Kinetic Isotope Effect 
Singleton’s method[4], a variation upon a method first reported by Pascal[15], 

provides an efficient way to measure 13C isotope effects at each carbon center that 

exhibits resolvable 13C NMR resonances using reactants labeled at natural abundance. 

The method employs measurements of isotopic fractionation in reisolated starting 
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material taken from reactions taken to high conversion.  Positions exhibiting normal 

KIEs will be enriched in 13C relative to stock reactant that has not undergone the 

reaction of interest.  Likewise, positions exhibiting inverse 13C KIEs will be depleted 

in 13C relative to stock reactant.  Isotopic fractionation (R/R0) and fractional 

conversion (F) are used to compute the KIE using the equation shown below: 

 
  01ln

1ln
KIE

RRF

F




  

Although Singleton’s method has been practiced successfully in many 

systems,[5] it could not be applied fully to Hajos-Parrish reaction unless the two 

enantiomeric position in the starting material could be distinguished. In order to 

differentiate the NMR signals of those enantiotopic groups, they need to be 

transformed into diastereotopic groups. Fortunately, the Hajos-Parrish reaction itself is 

highly enantioselective, exhibits excellent yield, and is not subject to significant side 

reactions, so that it can be utilized to desymmetrize the re-isolated starting material. 
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Four reactions were carried to high conversion, i.e. 80-90%. The result of KIE 

is shown here. 

 

To our surprise, there is no isotope effect on the electrophilic carbonyl group 

(the carbonyl group on the ring being attacked). Moreover, the two enantiotopic 

carbonyl groups do not have significant difference. If the carbon-carbon bond 

formation step is the rate-limiting step as proposed, the pro-R carbonyl carbon being 

attacked and the terminal α-carbon on the side chain should have a significant (~1.020) 

13C isotope effect. In contrast, the only significant isotope effect found happens to be 

on the acyclic carbonyl, which participates little in the ring closure process. Therefore, 

according to the result of KIE measurement, the carbon-carbon bond formation step 

could not be the rate limiting step. 

Since the only significant isotope effect is observed at the side chain carbonyl, 

the rate-limiting step should involve bond formation or bond order change only on this 

carbon. It is reasonable to propose that one molecule of proline has activated the side 

chain carbonyl in the form of enamine. However, the fact that the terminal carbon has 

little KIE suggested that the enamine formation shouldn’t be the rate limiting step, 

because enamine formation is likely to give a inverse KIE as rate-limiting step. Two of 
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the steps before, namely carbinolamine formation and iminium formation are likely 

candidates for the rate-limiting step, as they only involve bond formation or bond 

order change on the carbonyl carbon. 

Ab Initio Density Functional Theory Calculations 

Computational effort has been made by Houk’s research group for the enamine 

mechanism of this reaction.[13] Each intermediate and transition state in the entire 

reaction pathway has been optimized with density functional theory (DFT) using the 

B3LYP[9] functional with the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set[10] in the study. Based on 

optimized structures provided by 

Professor Houk, we subsequently 

performed force constant 

calculations. Frequencies were 

computed for isotopologues of 

interest, which were used as input 

into the Bigeleisen equation.[11] To 

account for tunneling, the Bell 

infinite parabola correction was 

used.[12] 

We analyzed the transition 

states of carbinolamine formation, 

iminium formation and carbon-

carbon bond formation, which are 
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named TS1, TS2 and TS3 respectively 

in Fig. 1-7. As we expected, the 

carbon-carbon bond formation has a 

KIE of 1.043 on the carbonyl being 

attacked, which is a value significantly 

different from the value measured 

experimentally. TS2 (iminium 

formation) seems the best matching 

transition state for the KIEs measured. 

Nevertheless, the predicted KIEs at the 

acyclic carbonyl for both 

carbinolamine formation and iminium 

formation are quite similar, making it 

difficult to rigorously discern between 

TS1 and TS2 as transition structures 

for rate-limiting step.  Computed KIEs using structures optimized in a polarizable 

continuum model for the solvent are expected to be more realistic given the polar 

nature of the transition structures and intermediates. Therefore, the transition 

structures were optimized and KIEs were computed using an IEFPCM model[14] for 

the solvent as shown in Fig. 1-8. However, TS1 and TS2 have approximately the same 

values of KIEs on the side chain carbonyl group as calculated in the solvent. As for the 

energy of those transition states, both gas phase and IEFPCM calculations show TS2 

has about 3 kcal/mol lower energy than TS1. Such differences are not convincing, 
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Figure 1-8. 13C KIEs calculated in solvent 
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given the difficulties associated with accurate density functional theory estimation of 

reaction barrier heights. 

19BConclusion of the Chapter  
We have shown the rate-limiting step precedes the carbon-carbon bond 

formation step in the Hajos-Parrish reaction. This finding could substantially change 

the understanding of proline-catalyzed reactions. Up to now, most of the kinetic 

experiments are carried out assuming that the carbon-carbon bond formation step is 

the rate-limiting step, and the transition state of the very step is proposed directly from 

the kinetic observations. However, the KIE experiment we completed clearly shows 

that the carbon-carbon bond formation step is not the rate-limiting step. Hence, the 

carbon-carbon formation step cannot be studied using normal kinetic experiment and 

special method need to be employed. Besides, the kinetic experiment has been 

revisited using saturated solutions of proline to eliminate the influence of solubility 

difference of the enantiomers. Nonlinear dependent of reaction rate on the ee of 

catalyst is observed. This result proves that more than one proline could be involved in 

the rate-limiting step which precedes the carbon-carbon formation step when both 

enantiomers of proline presents. Yet it is still possible to have only one proline 

involved in the rate-limiting step since it is a possible scenario that a slow one proline 

pathway coexists with a fast two enantiomeric proline pathway. 

20BMaterials and Methods 

43BPreparation of 2-methyl-2-(3-oxobutyl)cyclopentane-1,3-dione (1) 
To a single neck 100 mL RBF with a ¾” stir bar, 2-methyl-1,3-cyclopentanedione 
(10.0 g, 89.2 mmol), water (21 mL, 1.17 mol), and methyl vinyl ketone (14.8 mL, 12.8 
g, 0.182 mol) were added. The resulting suspension was stirred for 5 days. The 
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resulting clear solution was extracted twice with 20 mL of benzene. Approximately 3 
g of sodium chloride was added to the aqueous solution, and it was extracted further 
with three 20 mL aliquots of ethyl acetate. The collected organic layers were washed 
with brine, dried with sodium sulfate, and filtered. The ethyl acetate and benzene were 
removed using rotary evaporation to provide a clear yellow liquid. The crude product 
was purified by column chromatography with a silica stationary phase and a 10/90 
mixture of ethyl acetate/hexanes mobile phase to afford pure triketone (1). 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.76 (m, 4H), 2.42 (t, 2H), 2.06 (s, 3H), 1.85 (t, 2H), 
1.07 (s, 3H) 
13C NMR (125 MHz, (CD3)2SO): δ 218.35, 209.55, 56.84, 42.04, 39.22, 36.85, 31.79, 
30.05, 19.75 

44BProcedure for Running Partial Conversion Reactions 
A dried and purged 2-neck 100 mL RBF fitted with a stir bar, septum, and nitrogen 
inlet under a positive pressure of nitrogen was charged with dimethylformamide 
(38mL) and L-proline (0.132 g, 1.15 mmol). To the reaction flask, the triketone 
reactant (1) was added via syringe (6.99 g, 38.3 mmol) while stirring. The reaction 
was allowed to proceed at room temperature and was checked periodically for 
fractional conversion by NMR. Reactions were typically quenched after 
approximately 16 h. Quench and workup was accomplished by pouring the reaction 
mixture into a 250 mL separatory funnel charged with 100 mL of deionized water. The 
reaction quench mixture was then extracted with 5×20 mL aliquots of ethyl acetate. 
The combined organic extracts were washed with 50 mL of brine. The combined 
organic extracts were then dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate, filtered, and 
concentrated using rotary evaporation. The crude reaction mixture was purified on 
using flash chromatography with a silica stationary phase and a 10/90 mixture of ethyl 
acetate/hexanes mobile phase to afford purified reisolated triketone (1). A total of 8 of 
these reactions were performed. Four samples of the triketone (1) were used directly 
for quantitative 13C NMR analysis. Four samples of purified reisolated triketone (1) 
were desymmetrized by quantitative conversion to the product aldol using the proline-
catalyzed intramolecular aldol reaction as described below. 

45BTypical Procedure for Desymmetrization of Reisolated Reactant 
Quantitative conversion of reisolated triketone (1) to product (2). A dried and purged 
2-neck 25 mL RBF fitted with a stir bar, septum, and nitrogen inlet under a positive 
pressure of nitrogen was charged with dimethylformamide (5 mL) and L-proline (20 
mg, 0.17 mmol). To the reaction flask, the re-isolated triketone (1) reactant was added 
via syringe (1.00 g, 5.47 mmol) while stirring. The reaction was allowed to proceed at 
room temperature and was checked periodically by TLC for the disappearance of 
reactant triketone (1). The reaction was allowed to proceed for 2 additional hours after 
TLC showed no detectable reactant remaining. Reactions were typically worked up 
after approximately 24 h. Workup was accomplished by pouring the reaction mixture 
into a 60 mL separatory funnel charged with 10 mL of deionized water. The reaction 
quench mixture was then extracted with 5×10 mL aliquots of ethyl acetate. The 
combined organic extracts were washed with 20 mL of brine. The combined organic 
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extracts were then dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate, filtered, and concentrated 
using rotary evaporation. The crude reaction mixture was purified on using flash 
chromatography with a silica stationary phase and a 10/90 mixture of ethyl 
acetate/hexanes mobile phase to afford purified product (2). A total of 4 of these 
reactions were performed upon 1 that was reisolated from partial conversion reactions. 
An additional reaction was performed upon 1 g of stock triketone to serve as standard. 

46BNMR Measurements to Calculate KIE 
NMR samples of reisolated reactant (1) consisted of approximately 300 mg of 1 and 
were filled to the 5.0 cm mark with (CD3)2SO in a standard 5 mm NMR tube. The 13C 
NMR spectra were recorded at 125.62 MHz using a sweep width (49751.2 Hz) double 
that of width of the spectrum, with the spectrum centered. An acquisition time of 5.00 
s was used to collect a total of 497512 points. Inverse gated 1H decoupling was used, 
and a delay of 80.0 s was used to ensure quantitative relative 13C measurement. NMR 
samples of reisolated 1 that was desymmetrized to product (2) also contained 
approximately 300 mg of 2. These spectra were recorded at 125.62 MHz with a sweep 
width of 51480.1 Hz and an acquisition time of 5.00 s, resulting in the collection of 
514800 points. Inverse gated decoupling and a delay of 40.0 s was employed in these 
measurements. 

47BPreparation of Saturated Proline Solution in DMF-d7 
To a 15 mL capped vial with a ¾” stir bar, 10 mL of DMF-d7 and 1 g of L- or D-proline 
was added. The solution was stirred vigorously overnight before added 1 g of 4 Å 
molecular sieves (granula) and let sit for 1 d. The solution was filtered by a glass 
funnel dried in oven overnight with filter paper dried in dry box overnight to yield 
approx. 7-8 mL of clear solution. Concentration of this solution was roughly 
determined by 1H NMR to be 0.0014 M. 

48BNMR Measurement of Absolute Rate 
To a dry standard 5 mm NMR tube, 50 μL of triketone (1) and a total of 500 μL of 
saturated proline solution were added (Tab. 1-1). The NMR tubes were then placed in 
a 25.0 °C water bath. The time of mixing is recorded as starting time for the reaction. 
Tabel 1-1. List of component of proline solution used for absolute rate study 

ee% of proline 
Volume of L-proline 

saturated solution 
(μL) 

Volume of D-proline 
saturated solution 

(μL) 
Total volume (μL) 

-100%     0 500 500 
  -50% 125 375 500 
     0% 250 250 500 
   50% 375 125 500 
 100% 500     0 500 

The reaction progress was measured by 1H NMR using the ratio of integration of 
methyl group of reactant (1) at δ 1.050 ppm and product (2) at δ 1.199 ppm. The 1H 
NMR was recorded at 399.754 MHz. An acquisition time of 2.0 s was used to collect a 
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total of 25550 points, and a delay of 1.0 s was used to ensure quantitative 
measurement. Each experiment was carried with 4 scans. 
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9BChapter 2. Mechanistic Study of the CBS Reduction 
 

22BBackground and Previous Work 
Robust catalytic, asymmetric reactions are rare.  Among the few examples of 

such useful reactions is the Corey-Bakshi-Shibata (CBS) reduction.  The CBS 

reduction employs a chiral oxazaborolidine catalyst in conjunction with a 

stoichiometric borane reductant.[1]  The most often utilized oxazaborolidine used in the 

CBS reduction (see Fig. 2-1) is (S)-Me-CBS, which is easily prepared from proline. 

One notable characteristic of the CBS catalyst is that it has an extraordinarily large 

substrate range[2], especially when compared to popular stoichiometric borane-based 

chiral reductants, such as DIP-Cl[3] or alpine-borane[4].  

 

Six-membered cyclic transition states have been invoked in a number of 

stereoselective reactions.  It is often the case that the chair-like conformers of the 

corresponding transition structures are of lower free energy than the corresponding 

boat-like transition structures.  However, a qualitative boat-like cyclic transition state 

has been proposed by Evans for CBS reduction.[5] Contrary to Evans’s hypothesis, 

earlier semi-empirical computational studies[6] and recent density functional 

calculations[17] suggested a chair-like cyclic arrangement of the transition state.  
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Figure 2-1. CBS reduction studied in this chapter 
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However, it is difficult to reconcile either class of transition structure with observed 

experimental outcomes. For example, neither structure explains why not only the R 

group, but also the phenyl group at the backbone affects stereoselectivity[2b]. The KIE 

studies described herein were designed to interrogate the differences between 

observed 2H KIEs and those computed from both the chair-like and boat-like transition 

state structures.. 

 

Qualitative transition structure models are capable of explaining product 

distributions in a number of stereoselective reactions and reaction classes.  

Comparative estimates of steric repulsion play a key role in these models.  

Unfortunately, it is often difficult to quantitatively measure non-bonding interactions 

that arise in the transition state.  Methods relying upon linear free energy relationships 

have been somewhat successful in elucidating the role of steric interactions in 

determining reactivity[7]; however, it is often difficult to extricate the role of steric 

interactions in these studies from spurious orbital interaction and solvation effects[8]
FF 

Pioneered by Carter and Melander, steric kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) offer a 

less perturbative probe of steric repulsion that develops at the transition state.[9] 
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Figure 2-2. Structure of boat-like and chair-like transition states of CBS reduction 
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Likewise, other research groups have performed elegant steric equilibrium isotope 

effect measurements that illustrate the influence of isotopic perturbation upon 

processes ranging from conformational equilibria[18] to enzyme-substrate binding[19]. 

Until recently, however, a general approach to measuring steric interactions that 

develop in the transition states of asymmetric reactions was lacking. In a previous 

study, we measured the 13C KIEs[10a] as well as the 2H KIEs[10b] at prochiral groups for 

the CBS reduction of 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone. In this study, we employed a 

similar methodology[10b] that uses two isotopic competition experiments to arrive at an 

estimate of the 2H KIEs upon the 2’- and 5’- methyl groups of the substrate.  Our goal 

in pursuing these measurements was to probe for steric interactions that may develop 

upon the large substituent of 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone. 

23BKinetic Isotope Effect Experiments 
The methodology employed in the current studies (Fig. 2-3) utilizes two 

competition reactions. Both competition reactions use the fractional conversion of 

each of the isotopologues to arrive at rate constant ratios. The first competition 

reaction is used to measure the product of isotope effects resulting from deuterium 

substitution upon the aromatic methyl groups. Inherent in this assumption is the Rule 

of the Geometric Mean[11]. This assumption is likely to be exceptionally good in the 

current context because the aromatic methyl groups under consideration do not appear 

to participate significantly in the reaction coordinate mode at the transition state.[9] The 

second competition reaction is used to measure the ratio of isotope effects resulting 

from deuterium-substitution upon each methyl group. Together, these measurements 
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can be used to compute the isotope effects resulting from deuterium-substitution upon 

both the 2’- and 5’-methyl groups. 

 

All measurements of isotopologue (1 vs. 2) or isotopomer (2’-3 vs. 5’-3) ratios 

utilize quantitative 1H NMR employing calibrated 90° pulses separated by delays of 

greater than 5×T1 for the methyl singlets of interest.  The relative NMR assignment of 

the aromatic methyl groups in the product were accomplished using the 2D 13C-COSY 

and HMQC NMR experiments. 
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Figure 2-3. The two competition reactions employed to measure the product and 
ratio of 2H KIEs at 2’- and 5’- positions 
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Each type of competition experiment shown in Fig. 2-3 was performed in 

quadruplicate. The rate constant ratio k1/k2 was computed by fractional conversions of 

H6 and D6 isotopologues which were measured by 1H NMR and 2H NMR respectively 

integrating the methyl (or deuterated methyl) singlets of reactant and product. The rate 

constant ratio k5’-D3/k2’-D3 from the competition experiments in Fig. 2-3 was computed 

using equations reported recently[6a]. The 2H KIE upon each methyl group was 

computed using the simple average values of the two rate constant ratios measured in 

quadruplicate (Fig. 2-4). 

 

To date, quantitative measurements of steric interactions arising in asymmetric 

reactions have been limited to a recent report from our laboratory. Other examples of 

unequivocal steric 2H KIEs have been limited to systems in which the sterically 

impacted atoms participate substantially in the reaction coordinate at the transition 

state. These reactions, none of which involve bond-breaking or bond-forming, can be 

characterized as inversions[12] or internal rotations[13] within molecules with rigid 

aromatic frameworks. Another notable example is the deslipping reaction of 

rotaxanes[14]. As might be expected, these reactions, in which the free energy of 

reaction results from steric interaction, yield steric 2H KIEs (kH/kD = 0.85 to 0.82), 

significantly larger than those measured in the current study. 
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Figure 2-4. KIEs measured by competition reactions 
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24BTransition States Calculated by 
Ab Initio Calculation 

Both chair-like and boat-like 

transition state structure of the 

preferred attack of CBS reduction were 

optimized with density functional 

theory (DFT) using the B3LYP[15] 

functional with the 6-31+G(d,p) basis 

set[16] in the study. Both of the 

computed transition structures in Fig. 

2-5 and Fig. 2-6 reproduce 13C KIEs 

measured for the BH3·DMS reduction 

of 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone 

catalyzed by (S)-Me-CBS[10a]. The 

calculation result also shows that the 

chair-like transition structure has a 

slightly lower energy than the boat-like 

one by 3.99 kcal/mol. Yet this energy 

difference is too little to decisively 

conclude that the reaction proceeds 

exclusively through the chair-like 

transition state, taking into account the 

potential error of energy calculated 

 

 
Figure 2-5. Optimized chair-like 
transition state of Si- attack of the CBS 
reduction and the detail of steric 
interaction near the 2’- methyl group 

 

 
Figure 2-6. Optimized boat-like transition 
state of Si- attack of the CBS reduction 
and the detail of steric interaction near the 
2’- methyl group 
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based on complexity of the transition state itself. 

25BDistinguishing Electronic and Steric Effects 
One might argue if these isotope effects are generated from steric effect or 

electronic effect. This is a legitimate point since electronic effect such as 

hyperconjugation would change the shape of vibrational well of the C-H(D) stretching 

mode and have a non-negligible influence on the zero point energy difference (ΔZPE) 

which composes a significant part in KIEs. In order to test how crowded is the 
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Figure 2-7. Rotation barrier of methyl groups in the reactant and two transitional 
states: A) 2’-methyl, B) 5’-methyl, C) pro-R-methyl and D) pro-R-methyl. 
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surrounding of methyl groups, we performed partially relaxed scan on the methyl 

rotors. The rationale of this approach is that a more packed environment of a methyl 

rotor would be harder for the group to rotate along the single bond and raises a higher 

barrier of rotation. 

Four methyl rotors in the substrate were scanned and plotted in Fig. 2-7. One 

noticeable fact is that the rotational barriers resulting from the rotation of any given 

methyl group do not exhibit major differences for boat-like and chair-like transition 

structures. This phenomenon likely results from the fact that the boat-like and chair-

like transition states share a great portion of structural similarity, excluding the six 

‘active’ atoms involved in bond breaking and bond forming. Another obvious 

observation is that the 2’-methyl group has a greater rotational barrier in the reactant 

than in both of the transition state, which implies that the steric tension of 2’-methyl 

group is released in the transition state rather than being built up. The 5’-methyl group 

has only minor 

rotational barrier, which 

explains the KIE near to 

unity at this position. 

Compared to 2’-methyl 

group, both of the 

prochiral methyl groups 

have higher rotational 

barriers in the transition 

Table 2-1. Computational decompositions of 2H KIEs 
into their enthalpic/entropic contributions. 

 pro-Ra pro-Sa  
2’-Mea 5’-Mea 

Experiment 0.965(3) 0.974(3) 0.980(5) 0.995(5)
 Chair-like Transition Structure 

ΔΔG‡ 0.955 0.971 0.974 0.998 
ΔΔH‡ 0.925 0.946 0.973 0.995 

-TΔΔS‡ 1.032 1.026 1.001 1.002 
 Boat-like Transition Structure 

ΔΔG‡ 0.950 0.974 0.978 1.000 
ΔΔH‡ 0.920 0.957 0.978 1.000 

-TΔΔS‡ 1.032 1.018 1.000 1.000 
a 2H KIE (CD3/CH3).  

b Computed at B3LYP/6-
31+G(d,p) with an IEFPCM model for THF solvent, 
unscaled frequencies, and no tunnel correction.   
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state than in the reactant, and thus have more crowded environment in the transition 

state. Another evidence for the electronic nature of the KIE on 2’-methyl group comes 

from the breakdown of entropy and enthalpy decompositions (Tab. 2-1). The KIE at 

the 2’-methyl position appears to be largely isolated to the enthalpic contribution 

while KIEs at the pro-R and pro-S positions yield both significant normal entropic 

contributions and significant inverse enthalpic contributions, which indicates the KIEs 

are likely generated from different origin. A growing body of data seems to suggest 

that steric 2H KIEs exhibit substantial normal entropic contributions to the observed 

KIE. In sum, the inverse KIEs on the prochiral methyl groups are likely generated by 

steric effects while the inverse KIE of 2’-methyl group is probably derived from 

electronic effects. 

26BConclusion of the Chapter 
We have presented 2H KIE measurements at the aromatic methyl groups in the 

(S)-Me-CBS catalyzed reduction of 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone. These studies, in 

conjunction with earlier studies carried out in our laboratory, yield several surprising 

yet subtle results.  First, it appears that the boat-like and chair-like transition structures 

for the borane reduction of 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone catalyzed by (S)-Me-CBS 

are quite similar in terms of the relative displacements of groups residing upon the 

catalyst and the substituents upon the substrates.  This is quite surprising, given that 

the conformational differences between substituted boat and chair conformers of 

hexane are quite significant both structurally as well as energetically.  Second, we find 

that the 2’-methyl group experiences the release of steric strain upon proceeding from 

the reactant to the transition state while still exhibiting an inverse 2H KIE.  Finally, we 
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provide compelling evidence in the form of both computational rotational barriers and 

enthalpy/entropy decompositions that highlight the differences between groups that 

exhibit 2H KIEs that arise from steric interactions.  

27BMaterials and Methods 

49BPreparation of 2,5-dimethylisobutyrophenone 
A 500 mL 3-neck RBF, mounted with a 125 mL pressure-equalizing dropping funnel, 
with a stir bar was dried by heating intensively with heat gun while purging dry 
nitrogen gas through. After the apparatus was cooled down to room temperature, 7.0 
mL (6.0 g, 57 mmol, 1.0 eq) of p-xylene was added quickly with purging dry nitrogen 
to prevent moisture get in the flask. 100 mL of dry dichloromethane (Sigma-Aldrich, 
Sure/Seal™ bottle, used as-is) was transferred into the 3-neck RBF via cannula. The 
3-neck RBF was then placed into an ice-water bath. The mixture was stirred for at 
least 15 minutes to ensure the temperature was fully equilibrated to 0oC.  
Another 250 mL RBF with a stir bar was dried by heating intensively with heat gun 
while purging dry nitrogen gas through. After the apparatus was cooled down to room 
temperature, 12 g (90 mmol, 1.6 eq) of anhydrous aluminum chloride was added 
quickly to prevent moisture get in the flask. 100 mL of dry dichloromethane (Sigma-
Aldrich, Sure/Seal™ bottle, used as-is) was transferred into the RBF via cannula. With 
stirring, 9.0 mL (9.0 g, 85 mmol, 1.5 eq) of redistilled isobutyryl chloride was injected 
into the slurry. The mixture was stirred under room temperature for 10 minutes as it 
turned clear. Then it was poured into the pressure-equalizing dropping funnel of the 3-
neck RBF quickly and carefully with purging dry nitrogen to prevent moisture get in 
the funnel. After addition of the electrophile solution, the top of the pressure-
equalizing dropping funnel was quickly mounted with a bent guard tube charged with 
anhydrous potassium carbonate held by a cotton plug. 
The electrophile solution was added in a rate of 3-4 drops per second which depleted 
all the electrophile solution in approximately 10 minutes. The reaction mixture was 
kept stirred for another 2 hours in ice-water bath, and then worked up by pouring it 
into a separatory funnel charged with 500 mL of crashed ice. The separatory funnel 
was capped and shaken vigorously, and put aside till the ice melt. The organic layer 
was separated and collected, and the aqueous layer was extracted with 4 × 100 mL of 
dichloromethane. The combined organic layer was dried with anhydrous magnesium 
sulfate. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation in vacuo. The crude product 
was purified by column chromatography with a silica stationary phase and a 10/90 
mixture of ethyl acetate/hexanes mobile phase to afford 10.1 g pure 2,5-
dimethylisobutyrophenone, yield 99%. 
1H NMR (400MHz, CDCl3) δ: 1.13 (d, 6H), 2.32 (s, 3H), 2.34 (s, 3H), 3.31 (sep., 1H), 
7.10 (m, 2H), 7.26 (s, 1H). 
13C NMR (100MHz, CDCl3) δ: 18.7, 20.2, 20.9, 38.6, 128.3, 131.6, 131.7, 134.0, 
135.3, 139.0, 208.4. 
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50BPreparation of mixture of 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone-2’,5’-dimethyl-
d6. 
Same procedure for preparation of 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone was followed, 
except that p-xylene-dimethyl-d6 was used instead of p-xylene as reactant. 1.0 g 
xylene-d6 (from Sigma-Aldrich, used as-is, 1.0eq), 1.9 g aluminum chloride (1.6 eq), 
1.41 mL isobutyryl chloride (1.5 eq) was used to yield 1.6 g product, yield 96%. 
1H NMR (400MHz, CDCl3) δ: 1.13 (d, 6H), 3.31 (sep., 1H), 7.10 (m, 2H), 7.26 (s, 1H). 

51BPreparation of mixture of 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone-2’-methyl-d3 
and 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone-5’-methyl-d3.  
Same procedure for preparation of 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone was followed, 
except that p-xylene-methyl-d3 was used instead of p-xylene as reactant. 3.5 g p-
xylene-methyl-d3 (synthesis see chapter 4, 1.0eq), 6.8 g aluminum chloride (1.6 eq), 
5.1 mL isobutyryl chloride (1.5 eq) was used to yield 5.04 g product, yield 89%. The 
ratio of two isotopomers is approximately 1:1. 
1H NMR (400MHz, CDCl3) δ: 1.13 (d, 6H), 2.32 (s, 1.5H), 2.34 (s, 1.5H), 3.31 (sep., 
1H), 7.10 (m, 2H), 7.26 (s, 1H). 

52BPreparation of 2’,5’-dimethylacetophenone.  
A dried and purged 500 mL 3-neck RBF fitted with an addition funnel, septum, and 
nitrogen inlet was charged with dry chloroform (100 mL) and p-xylene (23.2 mL, 188 
mmol). The reaction flask was then submerged in an ice/water bath and allowed to 
cool to 0°C. Over the period of an hour a pre-mixed solution of aluminum trichloride 
(23.86g, 179mmol, 0.95eq) and acetyl chloride (12.05mL, 169mmol, 0.9eq) was 
added dropwise to the xylene solution using an addition funnel. The reaction was 
allowed to reach room temperature and allowed to stir for one additional hour. 
Workup was accomplished by pouring the reaction mixture into a 2 L separatory 
funnel filled with 1 L crushed ice. The separatory funnel contents were vigorously 
mixed and vented several times until most of the ice had melted. The organic layer 
was collected and the aqueous layer extracted three times with 100 mL of chloroform. 
The combined organic extracts were washed with 100 mL portions of saturated 
sodium bicarbonate until slightly basic. The combined organic extracts were then 
washed with one 100 mL aliquot of deionized water followed by a 100 mL brine wash. 
The chloroform solution was then dried over magnesium sulfate, filtered, and 
concentrated using rotary evaporation. The crude reaction mixture was purified on 
using flash chromatography with a silica stationary phase and a 10/90 mixture of 
EtOAc/hexanes mobile phase to afford a nearly quantitative yield of 24.8g of 2’,5’-
dimethylacetophenone (99% yield). 
1H NMR (400MHz, CDCl3) δ: 2.34 (s, 3H), 2.46 (s, 3H), 2.55 (s, 3H), 7.11 (d, 1H), 
7.17 (d, 1H), 7.47 (s,1H). 
13C NMR (100MHz, CDCl3) δ: 20.96, 21.18, 29.59, 130.02, 132.00, 132.30, 135.23, 
135.27, 137.61, 201.90. 
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53BAlkylation of 2’,5’-dimethylacetophenone to yield 2’,5’-
dimethylisobutyrophenone-isopropyl-d6 
Diisopropylamine (1.1eq ,4.6mL, 33.0mmol) was added to 150 mL of THF in a dried 
and purged 500 mL 3-neck RBF fitted with a thermometer adapter, septum, and 
addition funnel. The solution was then cooled using a dry ice-acetone bath until a 
constant temperature of -78 °C was achieved. This was followed by dropwise addition 
of n-butyl lithium (1.2eq, 13.5mL, 36.0mmol) via addition funnel. The formation of 
LDA was allowed to proceed at -78 °C for one hour and then allowed to reach room 
temperature. The LDA solution was again cooled to -78 °C using a dry ice/acetone 
bath. 2’,5’-dimethylacetophenone (4.4g, 30.0mmol) was added slowly via gastight 
syringe. The reaction was well-stirred and maintained at -78 °C for one hour to ensure 
complete deprotonation. This was followed by dropwise addition of d3-iodomethane 
(1.5eq, 2.8mL, 45.0mmol) and 30 minutes of additional stirring at -78 °C. The 
reaction was allowed to come to room temperature and was then quenched with 
saturated ammonium chloride, followed by extraction with dichloromethane. The 
combined organic extracts were washed with brine, dried over magnesium sulfate, 
filtered, and concentrated using rotary evaporation. Purification by silica column 
utilizing a 10/90 ethyl acetate/hexane mixture as mobile phase afforded 2.7g of 2’,5’-
dimethylisobutyrophenone-isopropyl-d6 (50% yield) as a clear oil. Also isolated was 
1.77g unreacted starting material and 0.50g of 2’,5’-dimethylpropiophenone-methyl-d3. 
1H NMR (400MHz, CDCl3) δ: 2.32 (s, 3H), 2.34 (s, 3H), 3.32 (s, 1H), 7.10 (m, 2H), 
7.26 (s, 1H). 
13C NMR (100MHz, CDCl3) δ: 18.9 (sept. + s), 20.2, 20.9, 38.6, 128.3, 131.6, 131.7, 
134.0, 135.3, 139.0, 208.4. 

54BPreparation of racemic mixture of 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone-methyl-
d3 
Diisopropylamine (1.1eq, 5.2mL, 37.2mmol) was added to 100 mL of THF in a dried 
and purged 3-neck RBF fitted with a septum, thermometer adapter, and an addition 
funnel. The solution was then cooled to -78 °C using a dry ice/acetone bath. To the 
diisopropylamine, n-butyl lithium (1.2eq, 15.3mL, 44.6mmol) was added dropwise via 
addition funnel. The reaction was then allowed to come to room temperature for 15 
minutes. The reaction was then cooled to -78 °C using a dry ice/acetone bath. To the 
LDA, 2’,5’-dimethylpropiophenone (5.5g, 33.8mmol) was added dropwise via 
gastight syringe. The reaction was kept well stirred at a steady -78 °C for one hour to 
ensure complete deprotonation. This was followed by dropwise addition of d3-
iodomethane (1.5eq, 3.2mL, 50.5mmol) via gastight syringe. The alkylation proceeded 
for 30 minutes at -78 °C followed by removal of the dry ice/acetone bath. The reaction 
was allowed to reach room temperature and was then quenched with saturated 
ammonium chloride, followed by extraction with dichloromethane. The combined 
organic extracts were washed with brine, dried over magnesium sulfate, filtered, and 
concentrated using rotary evaporation. Purification by silica column utilizing a 10/90 
ethyl acetate/hexane mixture as mobile phase afforded 5.8g of 2’,5’-
dimethylisobutyrophenone-methyl-d3 (95% yield) as a clear oil. 
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1H NMR (400MHz, CDCl3): 1.19 (d, 3H); 2.40 (s, 3H); 3.45 (q, 1H); 7.22 (d, 2H); 
7.82 (d, 2H). 
13C NMR (100MHz, CDCl3): 18.3 (q), 19.1, 21.4, 34.85, 128.5, 129.3, 133.7, 143.4, 
203.6. 

55BProcedure for Running Competition Reactions 
Example procedure for product KIE competition experiment between 2’,5’-
dimethylisobutyrophenone-2’,5’-dimethyl-d6 and 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone. 
1.6 mL of 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone-2’,5’-dimethyl-d6 and 3.4 mL of 2’,5’-
dimethylisobutyrophenone were mixed together and as the stock ketone for all three 
replicates. The ratio of isotopologues in the stock ketone provides R0. 
A purged and dried single-neck 100 mL RBF was charged with 20 mL of THF, S-
methyl-CBS (0.56mmol, 0.16g), and the stock mixture of 2’,5’-
dimethylisobutyrophenone and 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone-2’,5’-dimethyl-d6 
(approximately 1.0g, 5.6mmol). This solution was allowed to stir until the S-methyl-
CBS oxazaborolidine catalyst fully dissolved. The flask was cooled on the ice bath to 
0 °C. The reducing agent, Me2S•BH3, was added in 0.25 eq (0.11g, 0.13mL) quantities 
initially and 0.1eq (0.04g, 0.05mL) quantities after achieving 70% conversion. 
Conversion was checked using 1H NMR approximately 30 minutes after each addition. 
Typically, approximately 0.8 eq of Me2S•BH3 were necessary to achieve the desired 
conversion (80-90%). The reaction was then taken up in approximately 200 mL of 
water and extracted 3 times with 40 mL of diethyl ether. The combined ether extracts 
were washed with brine, dried over magnesium sulfate, filtered, and concentrated 
under vacuum. Purification by silica column utilizing a 10/90 ethyl acetate/hexane 
mixture as mobile phase afforded reisolated starting material without contamination 
by product alcohol. 
Example procedure for product KIE competition experiment between (R)-2’,5’-
dimethylisobutyrophenone-methyl-d3 and (S)-2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone-
methyl-d3. A purged and dried single-neck 100 mL RBF was charged with 20 mL of 
THF, S-methyl-CBS (0.56mmol,0.16g), and racemic mixture of 2’,5’-
dimethylisobutyrophenone-methyl-d3 (approximately 1.0g, 5.6mmol). This solution 
was allowed to stir until the S-methyl-CBS oxazaborolidine catalyst fully dissolved. 
The flask was cooled on the ice bath to 0 °C. The reducing agent, Me2S•BH3, was 
added in 0.25 eq (0.11g, 0.13mL) quantities until the reaction proceeded to 70% 
conversion or greater and 0.1eq (0.04g, 0.05mL) quantities after achieving 70% 
conversion. Conversion was checked using 1H NMR approximately 30 minutes after 
each addition. Typically, approximately 0.8 eq of Me2S•BH3 were necessary to 
achieve the desired conversion (80-90%). The reaction was then taken up in 
approximately 200 mL of water and extracted 3 times with 40 mL of diethyl ether. 
The combined ether extracts were washed with brine, dried over magnesium sulfate, 
filtered, and concentrated under vacuum. 
Purification by silica column utilizing a 10/90 ethyl acetate/hexane mixture as mobile 
phase afforded reisolated starting material without contamination by product alcohol. 
Procedure for Desymmetrization of (R)-2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone-methyl-
d3 and (S)-2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone-methyl-d3 at the Carbonyl. Reduction 
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of reisolated 2’,5’-dimethylisobutyrophenone-methyl-d3 using the CBS reduction. A 
purged and dried single-neck 25 mL RBF was charged with 5 mL of THF, the 2’,5’-
dimethylisobutyrophenone-methyl-d3 (~0.1-0.2g) that was re-isolated from 
competition reactions described above, and S-methyl-CBS (0.032g). This solution was 
allowed to stir until the S-methyl-CBS oxazaborolidine catalyst fully dissolved. The 
flask was cooled on the ice bath to 0 °C. The reducing agent, Me2S•BH3, was added in 
(0.05mL, 0.908mmol) quantities and checked for complete conversion by TLC 
approximately 30 minutes after each addition. Typically, six additions of Me2S•BH3 to 
a total of approximately 3 equivalents was required to ensure complete conversion. 
The reaction was then taken up in approximately 50 mL of water and extracted 3 times 
with 10 mL of diethyl ether. The combined ether extracts were washed with brine, 
dried over magnesium sulfate, filtered, and concentrated under vacuum. Preparatory 
TLC (1000μm thickness) utilizing a 10/90 (ethyl acetate/hexane) mixture as mobile 
phase was used for isolation of product. The product was identified using UV 
illumination, and the band corresponding to the reduction product was scraped off the 
glass backing, packed into a pipette, and extracted with diethyl ether. The ether 
rinsings were evaporated using a stream of nitrogen. 
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10BChapter 3. Mechanistic Study of Alpine-Borane Reductions 
 

29BBackground and Previous Work 
One widely applied strategy of asymmetric synthesis is the stereoselective 

reduction of prochiral carbonyl-containing compounds, where asymmetric borane 

reagents play a very important role[1]. Natural olefins with stereogenic centers are 

widely available.  When they occur as mixtures of stereoisomers, they can often be 

enantiomerically enriched by simple means. Because of the inherent reactivity of 

organoboranes, asymmetric organoboranes have become an important source of 

chirality in stereoselective syntheses. Mikhailov first reported that various 

trialkylboranes can reduce aldehydes by transferring α-hydrogen to the carbonyl 

carbon.[2] Subsequently, Midland and co-workers demonstrated that B-

isopinocamphenyl-9-borabicyclo[3.3.1]nonane (Alpine-Borane) performs 

stereoselective reductions, often with high yields and selectivities. Specifically, 

Alpine-Borane was found to reduce d-benzaldehydes with very high selectivity, often 

approaching 100% enantiomeric excess.[7] Yet further studies on the substrate range of 

this compound showed it to be much less effective in reducing aralkyl ketones and 

most dialkyl ketones except ynones, which are generally reduced faster with higher 

selectivities than other classes of ketones[3,11]. 

It is often difficult to predict the substrate range of a specific asymmetric 

conversion.[6] There are three primary routes that reduce selectivity of stereoselective 

reactions. Firstly, if the diastereomeric transition states are not energetically different 
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enough, the selectivity would be low. Secondly, the selectivity could be attenuated by 

post-reaction racemization through a symmetric intermediate. At last, there could be a 

non-selective side reaction that competes with the selective one. For Alpine-Borane, 

Midland showed that the application of high static pressures increased the selectivity 

and reaction rate simultaneously in most previously intractable reactions.[4,8] Based on 

this observation, Midland deduced that the origin of stereoselectivity degradation in 

the Alpine-Borane reduction of ketones is due to competitive non-selective reduction 

via 9-BBN, the dehydroboration product of Alpine-Borane (Fig. 3-1). This hypothesis 

was later confirmed by observing the transfer of 9-BBN from Alpine-Borane to 

competing alkenes in solution.[9] Furthermore, Brown and coworkers found that the 

exclusion of solvent from the reduction of ketones provided similar gains in 
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selectivity.[10] These observations are consistent with the presumed side reaction, 

given that the volume of activation for dehydroboration (Fig. 3-1, TS3) is likely to be 

large and positive and the relative entropy of solvation for the two dissociation 

products is likely to be higher than that for the single precursor. 

Here, we explore a similar decrease of selectivity in the Alpine-Borane 

reductions of benzaldehydes. We utilize a very accurate method of measuring relative 

reactivity in Alpine-Borane reductions. These results are compared to the computed 

relative rates obtained from calculations by density functional theory (DFT). Finally, a 

very accurate means of measuring enantiomeric excess has been employed with the 

objective of correlating aberrations in reactivity profiles with a reduction in selectivity. 

The objectives of these studies are to (1) provide further evidence for the suspected 

non-selective 9-BBN reduction as a competing side reaction, (2) provide an 

experimentally validated transition structure for the Alpine-Borane reduction of 

benzaldehydes, and (3) understand the limitations upon substrate range for these 

conversions. 

30BExperimental Measurements of Enantiomeric Selectivites and 
Relative Rates of Alpine-Borane Reduction on Different Substrates 

Exploring the selectivity profile for the d-benzaldehyde isotopologues of the 

substrates listed in Tab. 3-1 can be performed in a number of ways. In the current 

study, we chose to perform these measurements by obtaining 2H NMR spectra of the 

resulting alcohol products within a poly-γ-benzyl-L-glutamate matrix[5]. This method 

was selected because all of the alternative methods have significant drawbacks for this 

particular measurement. Quantitative measurements of the enantiomeric ratio using a 
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chiral HPLC stationary phase are precluded, as the stereogenic center bears two atoms 

that differ only in isotopic identity. Chiral shift agents are typically challenging 

because of the simultaneous shift and broadening of the relevant peaks. Finally, the 

only viable alternative, the construction of Mosher’s esters of the resulting alcohols is 

costly, time consuming, and can suffer from contamination via the minor enantiomer 

of the Mosher’s acid chloride utilized. To ensure quantitative accuracy in the 2H NMR 

determinations of enantiomeric ratio, these measurements were carried out using 

calibrated 90° pulse widths and relaxation times corresponding to greater than 5×T1 

for the resonance of the major enantiomer. Overnight acquisitions using a tunable 

broadband probe on a 400 MHz Varian Unity NMR provide signal-to-noise ratios of at 

least 20:1 for the minor enantiomer. Thus, the strength of this method resides in the 

tremendous dynamic range in 2H signals that can be accessed. Tab. 3-1 shows further 

support for the hypothesis of a non-selective side reaction, as the only substrates with 

significantly less than 95% ee are the 2,6-dimethyl-d-benzaldehyde and 2,4,6-

trimethyl-d-benzaldehyde. 

Table 3-1. Enantiomeric excess and enantiomeric ratios 
measured for the reduction of variably substituted d-
benzaldehydes using 2H NMR 

R-group Yield% ee% er 
4-methyl 50 % 97.0%±0.1% 64.7±2.6 
4-ethyl 80 % 94.6%±0.2% 35.9±1.8 

4-isopropyl 50 % 96.8%±0.2% 61.5±4.0 
4-tert-butyl 90 % 97.8%±0.2% 91.7±7.0 

2,3-dimethyl 99 % 97.5%±0.8% 77.6±9.5 
2,4-dimethyl 83 % 95.1%±0.1% 40.2±0.7 
2,5-dimethyl 81 % 95.7%±0.2% 45.2±1.2 
2,6-dimethyl 44 % 75.4%±1.1% 7.1±0.3 
3,4-dimethyl 94 % 96.0%±0.2% 48.9±2.8 
3,5-dimethyl 88 % 97.2%±0.2% 70.6±5.1 

2,4,6-trimethyl 87 % 88.3%±0.2% 16.0±0.3 
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We employed a new methodology to determine the relative rates of Alpine-

Borane conversion the 11 representative alkyl-substituted benzaldehydes identified as 

shown in Fig 3-2. This method allows for the simultaneous competition of numerous 

substrates. The strength of this approach lies in the inherently large chemical shift 

dispersion in 13C NMR spectra. Because the methyl groups upon each substrate 

aldehyde and product alcohol are resolved at the baseline, we can compare the relative 

conversions using a quantitative 13C NMR method. This method relies upon a 

simultaneous competition reaction whereby the eleven substituted substrates denoted 

in Fig. 3-2 compete for a limited amount of (R)-Alpine-Borane. The relative amounts 

of each alkyl-substituted benzaldehyde were quantified before reaction as detected by 
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Figure 3-2. Double logarithm plot of relative rates of alpine-borane reduction on 
different substituents. Linear regression was made for all points but 2,6-dimethyl 
and 2,4,6-trimethyl substituents. 
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distinct methyl resonances. Following reaction, the resulting amounts of alkyl-

substituted benzyl alcohols were determined via distinct methyl resonances. The 13C 

NMR was performed on the initial reactant and resulting product mixtures using 

calibrated 90° pulse widths and relaxation times that were 5×T1 for the resonance of 

interest with the longest relaxation time. This value was calibrated using an inversion 

recovery experiment with calibrated pulse widths. This method was chosen over 

HPLC detection of product and reactant ratios because HPLC could not resolve each 

of the eleven reactants and products with baseline resolution. 

31BTransition States Calculated by Ab Initio Calculation and 
Comparison with Experimental Data 

Numerous comparisons of experimentally determined kinetic isotope effects 

with those predicted from computational models using density functional theory have 

validated the use of the B3LYP density functional in arriving at meaningful 

representations of the transition structure.[12] As a point of comparison with our 

empirical determination of relative rates, we computed the transition structures for 

preferred re attack of (R)-Alpine-Borane upon the eleven variably substituted 

benzaldehydes shown in Fig. 3-2. The reactant aldehydes were also optimized. 

Frequency calculations upon the reactant and transition structures allowed for the 

estimation of the relative free energies of activation (ΔΔG‡). Using the Eyring 

equation[13], the relative rates were derived. The logarithms of computed relative rates 

were compared with the logarithms of experimentally determined relative rates to give 

direct comparisons of the relative free energies of activation (Fig. 3-2). A strong 

correlation (R2 = 0.94) with a slope near unity (1.13 ± 0.09) was found for all 
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substrates excluding 2,6-dimethylbenzaldehyde and 2,4,6-trimethylbenzaldehyde. The 

relative rates for the conversions of these two substrates were well above that might be 

expected from the correlation between computed and measured relative rates. While 

these data are somewhat compelling evidence for a side reaction for substrates bearing 

2,6-disubstitution, we posited that such a side reaction should lower selectivity in the 

reduction of the d-benzaldehyde analogs of these reactants, if the side reaction is the 

suspected non-selective 9-BBN reduction of the aldehydes following dehydroboration 

of (R)-Alpine-Borane. 

The effects of alkyl substitution upon the aryl ring can be reasoned to be 

largely steric in nature. Electronically, 2,4-dimethylbenzaldehyde and 2,6-

dimethylbenzaldehyde should be similarly reactive. However, the 2,6-disubstituted 

analog is found, both computationally and experimentally, to be less reactive. Steric 

occlusion of the 2,6-disubstituted analog is most likely the cause of this effect. In fact, 

this hypothesis is supported, to some degree, in the transition structures shown in Fig. 

3-3. The transition structure for the reduction of 4-methylbenzaldehyde Fig. 3-3C by 

Table 3-2. Results of competition reactions 

R-group 

Calculated 
relative rate 
(kR/kt-Bu)calc 

ln(kR/kt-Bu)calc

Experimental 
relative rate 
(kR/kt-Bu)expt 

ln(kR/kt-Bu)expt 

4-methyl 1.03 0.031 0.56 -0.575 
4-ethyl 1.06 0.061 0.83 -0.186 

4-isopropyl 0.95 -0.051 0.87 -0.140 
4-tert-butyl 1.00 0.000 1.00 0.000 

2,3-dimethyl 4.97 1.603 4.79 1.567 
2,4-dimethyl 2.50 0.915 2.58 0.947 
2,5-dimethyl 3.63 1.288 4.17 1.427 
2,6-dimethyl 0.080 -2.527 1.03 0.029 
3,4-dimethyl 0.75 -0.288 0.84 -0.180 
3,5-dimethyl 1.36 0.305 1.52 0.419 

2,4,6-trimethyl 0.041 -3.182 0.76 -0.271 
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(R)-Alpine-Borane serves as 

something of a negative 

control. In this structure, the 

substituent is well removed 

from interactions with the 

isopinocampheyl group and 

the carbocyclic portion of the 

9-BBN moiety. In fact, it can 

be observed that increasing 

the steric bulk of a para- 

substituent has negligible effects upon the computed and experimentally determined 

relative rates (Fig. 3-2). Upon the addition of a 2-CH3 substituent, the transition 

structure must accommodate the methyl group such that it interacts with the 1,5-

cyclooctadiyl portion of the 9-BBN moiety (not shown) or with the proximal axial 

methyl substituent on the isopinocampheyl group. As is shown in Fig. 3-3A, the 

transition structure has an energetic preference for the latter, where the C–C separation 

between these two methyl groups is 4.119 Å. The transition structure for the similarly 

positioned reduction of 2,6-dimethylbenzaldehyde shows that the addition of another 

o-methyl substituent forces a compromise between the interaction of the substrate with 

the 9-BBN and isopinocampheyl groups. The result of this compromise is that the 

occluded methyl group on the isopinocampheyl moiety is closer (3.914 Å) to the 2-

CH3 substituent of the substrate (Fig. 3-3B). 

 
Figure 3-3. Transition structures optimized by DFT 
using B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) for the favored re attack 
upon (A) 2,4-dimethylbenzaldehyde, (B) 2,6-
dimethylbenzaldehyde and (C) 4-
methylbenzaldehyde. The 1,5-cyclooctadiyl groups 
on boron atoms (pink spheres) have been omitted 
for clarity. 
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32BConclusion of the Chapter 
We have presented the results of an empirical and computational structure–

reactivity study that displays a high degree of correlation, excepting substrate 

benzaldehydes bearing two ortho-substituents. These exceptions have been explained 

using a structure-selectivity experiment, whereby the variably substituted d-

benzaldehyde isotopologues were investigated as substrates in (R)-Alpine-Borane 

reduction. The d-benzaldehyde substrates that contained 2,6-disubstitution were found 

to be react with significantly impaired selectivity, implying the role of a non-selective 

side reaction. These results, in conjunction with previous findings, implicate 9-BBN as 

the non-selective reductant in this side reaction.  

33BMaterials and Methods 

56BProcedure for Running the Aldehyde Competition Experiment 
To a dry 2– neck 100 mL RBF with a ¾” stir bar, fitted with a condenser, nitrogen 
inlet and bubbler, approximately 0.5 g of each of the eleven aldehydes (mmol for each 
aldehyde, 36.3 mmol total) and 30 mL of dry THF was added. After the solution 
became homogeneous, (R)-Alpine–Borane (0.80 mL, 0.75g, 3.0 mmol) was added via 
syringe. The solution was refluxed for 2 h, and cooled down to room temperature. 
Then the solution is further cooled down with ice-water bath. A cold solution of 
sodium hydroxide (1 g, 25 mmol) and 30% hydrogen peroxide solution (3 mL, 30 
mmol) in 10 mL water was added dropwise to hydrolyze borinate ester products. The 
mixture was stirred for 30 min after addition, then extracted by 3 portions of 15 mL 
diethyl ether. The combined organic layers were dried with MgSO4. The MgSO4 was 
removed by a vacuum filtration and remaining solvent was removed by rotary 
evaporation. Flash chromatography using 10% ethyl acetate and 90% hexanes (v/v) 
solution as liquid phase was employed to separate the remaining aldehydes (Rf ~ 0.5) 
from alcohols (Rf ~ 0.2). After the removal of solvent by rotary evaporator, 
approximately 0.5 g of the alcohol mixture was collected for 13C NMR analysis.  The 
relative fractional conversion was estimated based on quantitative 13C NMR analysis 
of the starting aldehyde mixture, quantitative 13C analysis of the isolated alcohol 
mixture, and an assumed complete consumption of the (R)-Alpine–Borane, yielding a 
total conversion of 8.3%. 
13C NMR Measurements.  NMR samples of aldehydes consisted of approximately 
100 mg of aldehydes mixture and were filled to the 5.0 cm mark with (CD3)2SO in a 
standard 5 mm NMR tube.  The 13C NMR spectra were recorded at 100.529 MHz 
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using a sweep width (41536.9 Hz).  An acquisition time of 5.412 s was used to collect 
a total of 449620 points.  Inverse gated 1H decoupling was used, and a delay of 64.0 s 
was used to ensure quantitative relative 13C measurement.  NMR samples of alcohols 
also contained approximately 100 mg of alcohols mixture.  These spectra were 
recorded at 100.529 MHz with a sweep width of 41536.9 Hz and an acquisition time 
of 5.412 s, resulting in the collection of 449620 points.  Inverse gated 1H– decoupling 
was used, and a delay of 70.0 s was employed in these measurements in order to 
ensure quantitative integrity in the 13C NMR integrations.  Relative amounts of each 
aldehyde in the stock aldehyde solution were determined using unique 13C methyl 
resonances.  Relative amounts of each alcohol in the product (alcohol) mixture were 
determined from known methyl resonances in the product benzyl alcohols. 

57BGeneral Procedure for Synthesizing d-Benzaldehydes 
All deuterated aldehydes expect 2,6-dimethylbenzaldehyde-1-d are prepared in the 
following manner.  The syntheis of 2,4-dimethylbenzaldehyde-1-d is presented as an 
example. 
To a single neck 250 mL RBF with a ¾” stir bar, 2,4-dimethylbenzoic acid (2.0 g, 
13.3 mmol) was dissolved in methanol anhydrous (100 mL, 79g, 2.5 mol) with stirring, 
and sulfuric acid (50% w/w, 3 mL, 4.2 g, 21 mmol) were added.  After stirring in 
room temperature for 2 days, the solution was poured into 400mL of water and 
extracted with 4 portions of 100mL ether and the combined organic layers were dried 
with MgSO4. The MgSO4 was removed by a vacuum filtration and solvent ether was 
removed by rotary evaporation. The product was then purified by a column 
chromatography using a solution of 10% ethyl acetate/90% hexans (v/v). After the 
removal of solvent by rotary evaporator, 1.91g methyl 2,4-dimethylbenzoate was 
collected, yield 87%. 
To a dry 3-neck 100 mL RBF with a ¾” stir bar, lithium aluminum deuteride (LAD, 
0.18 g, 4.3 mmol) was added. With nitrogen gas protection, the RBF was cooled down 
to -78oC by dry ice-acetone bath. 5 mL diethyl ether was added slowly, then stirring 
was started to form a suspension of LAD. Methyl 2,4-dimethylbenzoate (1.0 mL, 1.1 g, 
6.8 mmol) was injected slowly to the suspension. After addition of the ester, the 
reaction mixture was kept stirring in -78oC for 30min, then slowly allowed to room 
temperature and kept stirring overnight. On the second day, the RBF was placed in an 
ice-water bath and stirred for 5 min, then slowly and sequentially added 0.18 mL 
water, 0.18 mL 15% NaOH solution and 0.54 mL water, and stirred for 30 min. The 
white precipitation formed was removed via filtration and the filtrate was concentrated 
by rotary evaporation. The product was then purified by a column chromatography 
using a solution of 30% ethyl acetate/70% hexanes (v/v). After the removal of solvent 
by rotary evaporator, 0.88g 2,4-dimethylbenzyl alcohol-1,1-d2 was collected, yield 
95%. 
To a dry 3-neck 250 mL RBF with a ¾” stir bar, mounted with addition funnel, oxallyl 
chloride (1.0 mL, 1.5g, 12 mmol) was dissolved in 30 mL dry dichloromethane 
(DCM). With nitrogen gas protection, the RBF was cooled down to -78oC by dry ice-
acetone bath. A solution of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, 1.0mL, 1.1 g, 14 mmol) in 5 
mL DCM was added dropwise in order to keep the temperature cold. After addition 
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finished, the mixture is stirred for 15 min. A solution of 2,4-dimethylbenzyl alcohol-
1,1-d2 (0.32 g, 2.3 mmol) in 5 mL DCM was added slowly in order to keep the 
temperature cold. After addition finished, the mixture was stirred for 15min. 
Triethylamine (7 mL, 5.1g, 50 mmol) is added dropwise, and the mixture was stirred 
for 30min in -78oC after the addition and allowed to room temperature. 100 mL 
saturated ammonium chloride solution was added and stirred for 1h. The organic layer 
was then separated, and the aqueous layer was extracted with 2 portions of 50mL 
DCM and organic layers were combined and dried with MgSO4. The MgSO4 was 
removed by a vacuum filtration and solvent ether was removed by rotary evaporation. 
The product was then purified by a column chromatography using a solution of 10% 
ethyl acetate/90% hexans (v/v). After the removal of solvent by rotary evaporator, 
0.27g 2,4-dimethylbenzaldehyde-1-d was collected, yield 85%. 

58BProcedure for Synthesizing 2,6-Dimethyl-d-Benzaldehyde 
To a dry single neck 100 mL RBF with a ¾” stir bar, lithium aluminum deuteride 
(LAD, 0.18 g, 4.3 mmol) was added. With nitrogen gas protection, the RBF was 
cooled down to -78oC by dry ice-acetone bath. 5 mL diethyl ether was added slowly, 
then stirring was started to form a suspension of LAD. A solution of 2,6-
dimethylbenzoic acid (0.5 g, 3.3 mmol) in diethyl ether (5 mL) was injected slowly to 
the suspension. After addition of the solution, the reaction mixture was kept stirring in 
-78oC for 30min, then slowly allowed to room temperature and kept stirring for 2 days. 
To work up the reaction, the RBF was placed in an ice-water bath and stirred for 5 min, 
then slowly and sequentially added 0.18 mL water, 0.36 mL 15% NaOH solution and 
0.36 mL water, and stirred for 30 min. The white precipitation formed was removed 
via filtration and the filtrate was concentrated by rotary evaporation. The product was 
then purified by a column chromatography using a solution of 30% ethyl acetate/70% 
hexans (v/v). After the removal of solvent by rotary evaporator, 0.26g 2,6-
dimethylbenzyl alcohol-1,1-d2 was collected, yield 50%. 
To a dry 3-neck 250 mL RBF with a ¾” stir bar, mounted with addition funnel, oxalyl 
chloride (1.0 mL, 1.5g, 12 mmol) was dissolved in 30 mL dry dichloromethane 
(DCM). With nitrogen gas protection, the RBF was cooled down to -78oC by dry ice-
acetone bath. A solution of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, 1.0mL, 1.1 g, 14 mmol) in 5 
mL DCM was added dropwise in order to keep the temperature cold. After addition 
finished, the mixture is stirred for 15 min. A solution of 2,6-dimethylbenzyl alcohol-
1,1-d2 (0.32 g, 6.5 mmol) in 5 mL DCM was added slowly in order to keep the 
temperature cold. After addition finished, the mixture was stirred for 15min. 
Triethylamine (7 mL, 5.1g, 50 mmol) is added dropwise, and the mixture was stirred 
for 30min in -78oC after the addition and allowed to room temperature. 100 mL 
saturated ammonium chloride solution was added and stirred for 1h. The organic layer 
was then separated, and the aqueous layer was extracted with 2 portions of 50mL 
DCM and organic layers were combined and dried with MgSO4. The MgSO4 was 
removed by a vacuum filtration and solvent ether was removed by rotary evaporation. 
The product was then purified by a column chromatography using a solution of 10% 
ethyl acetate/90% hexans (v/v). After the removal of solvent by rotary evaporator, 
0.18g 2,6-dimethylbenzaldehyde-1-d was collected, yield 20%. 
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59BProcedure for Measuring Enantiomeric Excess in 1-d-Benzyl Alcohols 
Sample Preparation. To a 5 mL glass vial, a ¼” stir bar, 20 mg of alcohol sample, 
150 mg of poly-(γ-benzyl-L-glutamate) and 900 μL of dichloromethane was added. 
The vial was then capped and stirred for 3 h or until the mixture became homogenized. 
The mixture was then transferred by pipette to a standard 5 mm NMR tube, which was 
kept on a NMR tube rack for 1 h or until all viscous mixture reached the bottom. 
NMR Measurements.  The 2H NMR spectra were recorded at 61.364 MHz using a 
sweep width (10319.9 Hz).  An acquisition time of 4.0 s was used to collect a total of 
82560 points. A delay of 5.0 s, which is larger than 5 times of T1 of the deuterium, was 
used to ensure quantitative relative 2H measurement. The temperature was set at 30.0 
oC to ensure the homogeneity of the sample, and 4096 of scans were taken to increase 
the signal/noise ratio.  Integrations of the resonances corresponding to the minor and 
major enantiomers were performed by taking the same linewidth multiple for each, i. e. 
3-5 times FWHM. 
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11BChapter 4. Mechanistic Study of the Friedel-Crafts Acylation 
 

35BBackground and Previous Work 
Mechanisms that invoke π-complexes are very common. Much less common 

are mechanistic characterizations of these and other cationic intermediate species that 

serve as important mediators of rate and product determination. While some elegant 

work[1,2] in this area has begun to clarify these intermediates in terms of their energetic 

and structural characteristics, their role in even the simplest of reactions remains 

poorly understood. Studies on electrophilic aromatic substitution were among the first 

to stimulate discussion of the potential role of π-complexes.[3]  

A vast literature is associated with mechanistic explorations of electrophilic 

aromatic substitution reactions. Classic mechanistic work on electrophilic aromatic 

substitution reactions by Brown, Olah, and their coworkers has focused primarily upon 

explaining relationships between reactivity and selectivity with a view toward 

understanding the transition states responsible for rate and product determination.[4] 

Brown’s selectivity/reactivity relationship studies upon acetylation suggested that 

reactivity and selectivity are governed by a single step.[5] By contrast, relative 

reactivity data for Friedel–Crafts benzoylation implied that π-complex formation is at 

least rate-determining.[6] Together, these findings raised the question of whether a π-

complex could determine product distribution in Friedel–Crafts acylation. Crystal 

structures of η1-π-complexes between bromine and the ortho- and para- positions on 

toluene made the argument for product determination at the π-complex seem 
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convincing.[2] Furthermore, excellent linear correlations between the absorbance 

wavelength of π-complexes of bromine with various aromatic compounds and the 

bromination rates of the aromatic compounds have been observed.[7] Together, these 

studies suggested that η1-π-complex formation might be at once rate and product-

determining in electrophilic aromatic bromination. If the same process were operative 

in Friedel–Crafts acylation, it might explain the seemingly disparate data presented by 

the groups of Brown and Olah. Hammett plots that explored the phenylacylium 

substituent effects upon rate resulted in a slope of ρ+=1.858.[8] While this could be 

interpreted as evidence for rate-limiting σ-complex formation, it could also be the 

result of substituent-dependent charge transfer in the π-complex. 

Here we approach this problem by performing a suite of inter- and 

intramolecular 2H kinetic isotope effect (KIE) measurements upon the Friedel-Crafts 

acylation of xylene with isobutyryl chloride catalyzed by aluminum chloride. We 

discuss these results in the context of computed σ-complex and π-complex 

intermediate structures and estimates of isotope effects derived from these structures. 

 

36BKinetic Isotope Effects 
Experiments 

Intramolecular KIEs have proven 

useful in accessing information regarding 

reaction steps that break the symmetry 

between two groups that differ only in 

isotopic substitution, even when the 

Cl

O

AlCl3

O

1 2  
Figure 4-1. Reaction studied in this 
chapter. 2H labeling may apply on 
either or both of the methyl groups on 
xylene. 
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symmetry-breaking step follows the rate-determining step.[9] Here we have employed 

intramolecular 2H KIEs to probe the step responsible for breaking symmetry between 

the equivalent methyl groups in p-xylene (Fig. 4-1). Intramolecular 2H KIEs in this 

system are reflected in the product ratio of 2’-d3-2 to 5’-d3-2 resulting from the 

acylation of α,α,α-d3-xylene. Quantitative estimates of the ratio of 2’-d3-2 to 5’-d3-2 

were obtained using quantitative 2H NMR with 90° pulses separated by delay times of 

greater than 5×T1 for the peak of interest with the longest relaxation time. We utilized 

13C-13C COSY obtained at natural abundance to assign 13C NMR resonances. We then 

assigned 1H NMR resonances (and thereby the corresponding 2H NMR resonances) 

using an HMQC experiment. Both of the 2-dimensional NMR experiments used for 

assignments were performed on a sample utilized in KIE determinations to ensure 

against potential concentration effects upon chemical shift. We found the 2’-methyl 

group to have a 1H NMR resonance downfield of that for the 5’-methyl group. The 

intramolecular 2H KIE resulting from three determinations is shown in Tab. 4-1. The 

magnitude of the intramolecular 2H 

KIE translates into a small but 

significant preference for deuterium 

residing at the to-be 5’-methyl 

position in the product-determining transition state. This could imply product-

determining π-complex formation whereby the methyl groups on the dimethylacylium 

electrophile come into incidence with the 5’-methyl position on xylene. Alternatively, 

the intramolecular 2H KIE could reflect the influence of both hyperconjugative[10] and 

steric[11] effects at the 2’-methyl position such that the substantial normal β-2H KIE 

Tabel 4-1. Values of intra- and 
intermolecular 2H KIEs 
Rate constant ratio Experimental value 

33 '5'2 dd kk   0.957 ± 0.002 

106 dd kk  1.010 ± 0.007 

60 dd kk  0.946 ± 0.004 
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due to hyperconjugation that one might anticipate is compensated by the inverse steric 

2H KIE. Finally, deprotonation which leads to rearomatization might exhibit the 

observed intramolecular 2H KIE due to a combination of steric and hyperconjugative 

influences. 

A few previous studies have shown deprotonation to be at least partially rate-

limiting in Friedel–Crafts acylations.[12] We explored this possibility by measuring the 

2H KIE at the aromatic positions. Four replicates of competition experiments 

(α,α,α,α’,α’,α’-d6-1 vs. d10-1) were performed whereby the extent of reaction (F) was 

measured for each isotopologue. The KIE was computed using eqn (4.1). The average 

KIE with associated error is reported in Tab. 4-1. While measurements in similar 

Friedel-Crafts acylations typically yield a 2H KIE of 2 or greater, the value reported 

here is very near unity. Our measurement seems to suggest that deprotonation is not 

rate-limiting. As this is the last step in the consensus mechanism, deprotonation can 

also be excluded as the product-determining step. Having narrowed putative rate-

limiting steps down to π-complex or σ-complex formation, we sought to distinguish 

between the two possibilities. To accomplish this, we performed four measurements of 

the intermolecular 2H KIEs resulting from substitution at the methyl positions on 

xylene (i.e. α,α,α,α’,α’,α’-d6-1 vs. 1) using the same method used for the previous 

intermolecular KIE experiment. We found that kd0/kd6 = 0.946 ± 0.004 (Tab 4.1). This 

value is close to the value measured for the intramolecular KIE, which may suggest 

that the rate-limiting and product-determining steps are the same. At first glimpse, this 

overall inverse 2H KIE would seem to preclude σ-complex formation as the rate-

limiting step based on the assumption that electronic (hyperconjugative) effects would 
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outweigh steric effects upon the KIE. Computational work discussed below, however, 

suggests that a number of scenarios are commensurate with the experimental KIEs 

reported in Tab. 4-1. 
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37BAb Initio Simulations of Intermediate complexes 
To gain insight regarding the nature of the putative σ- and π-complexes, we 

attempted to optimize stationary points upon the potential energy surface 

corresponding to these structures. There are a number of challenges that make the 

computational estimation of KIEs difficult in this system. First, it is quite likely that 

saddle points upon the potential energy surface that lead to the s σ- and π-complexes 

are a poor representation of the transition state.[13] This situation occurs largely 

because the potential energy surface is almost certainly quite flat in the vicinity of the 

π-complexes considered here. In fact, it is often assumed that the formation of π-

complexes is a barrierless process.[14] Another challenge to optimizing stationary 

points upon the Friedel-Crafts acylation potential energy surface is that most 

commonly used density functionals are incapable of accurately reproducing 

correlation-mediated attractive and repulsive dispersion forces.[15] On the other hand, 

MP2 theory is capable of reproducing these interactions but is more computationally 

expensive and often does not perform as well as most local density functional methods 

in reproducing vibrational frequencies. As a compromise, we have elected to use the 

M06-2X functional which has been found to reproduce nonbonding interactions well 

while not sacrificing fidelity in estimates of vibrational frequencies.[16] We found three 
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unique cationic structures both with and without the presence of a polarizable 

continuum model for the dichloromethane solvent: an η6-π-complex, an η1-π-complex, 

and a σ-complex.[17] While structures computed in the presence of a polarizable 

continuum model for dichloromethane solvent (Fig. 4-2) are similar in kind to gas 

phase structures, they have quite different structural properties (Fig. 4-3; Table 4-2). 

In systems where quantum mechanical tunneling is unimportant, it is often 

assumed that the equilibrium isotope effect (EIE) is an upper bound for the KIE.[18] 

Here, we compute intra- and intermolecular EIEs as an upper bound estimate of the 

KIEs that one might expect for the fundamental steps leading to the three cationic 

intermediates (Tab. 4-3). The first thing that can be gleaned from these calculations is 

that gas phase and polarizable continuum structures lead to drastically different 

predictions. All gas phase structures yield intramolecular EIEs that are either near 

unity or favor deuterium in the 2’-methyl position, which is contrary to our 

intramolecular KIE measurements. The computed intramolecular EIE for the η1-π-

complex is also contrary in direction and smaller in magnitude than our measured 

intramolecular KIE. This leaves fundamental reaction steps resulting in the σ-complex 

or η6-π-complex in consideration as product-determining steps. 

 
Figure 4-2. Optimized local minima by M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) of (A) η6-π-complex, 
(B) η1-π-complex and (C) σ-complex. A polarizable continuum model for 
dichloromethane was employed using the IEFPCM method. 
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The intermolecular KIE determined from the competitive reaction of 1 and d6-

1 is 0.946. If one considers that the EIE is an upper bound to the KIE, then σ-complex 

formation is the most likely candidate as the rate-limiting step. If one assumes a direct 

progression from the η1-π-complex to the σ-complex along the reaction pathway, then 

it is reasonable to expect the transition state that separates these two intermediates to 

 
Figure 4-3. Overlays of (A) η6-π-complex, (B) η1-π-complex and (C) σ-complex 
strucutures computed in the gas phase and utilizing a polarizable continuum solvent 
model 
 
Tabel 4-2. Structural and energetic properties of cationic intermediates 

Distances to C(≡O+) / Å  Complex 
1’ 2’ 3’ 4’ 5’ 6’ Erel

a 
σ-b 1.741 2.521 3.578 4.036 3.715 2.677 3.2 
η1-π-b 2.964 3.210 4.101 4.674 4.539 3.727 1.2 
η6-π-b 3.438 3.513 3.355 3.152 3.129 3.245 0.0 
σ-c 1.613 2.528 3.667 4.110 3.723 2.588 5.3 
η1-π-c 3.155 3.407 4.284 4.838 4.679 3.877 0.1 
η6-π-c 3.529 3.590 3.494 3.372 3.355 3.407 0.0 

a Energy relative to that of the η6-π-complex in kcal/mol. b Structures optimized in 
the gas phase. c Structures optimized in the presence of a polarizable continuum; 
relative energies do not include solute cavitation, solute-solvent dispersion, or 
solute-solvent repulsion contributions. 
 
Tabel 4-3. Equilibrium isotope effects corresponding to the KIEs shown in Tab. 4-
1 as computed from optimized cationic complexes 

 σ-a η1-π-a η6-π-a σ-b η1-π-b η6-π-b 

33 '5'2 dd kk 
 1.003 1.035 0.999 0.945 1.023 0.930 

60 dd kk  0.894 0.944 0.948 0.930 0.950 0.950 
a Structures optimized in the gas phase. b Structures optimized in the presence of a 
polarizable continuum. 
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yield a KIE between the computed EIEs corresponding to these structures. 

Furthermore, if we consider the energetic properties of the η1-π-complex to the σ-

complexes (Tab. 4-2), the higher relative energy of the σ-complex implies that the 

transition state leading to this complex is rate-limiting. The relative energies in Tab. 4-

2 do not take vibrational entropy into consideration; however, it is reasonable to 

expect entropy terms to be larger for the π-complexes, resulting in an even lower free 

energy for these structures. These considerations, taken in the context of the 

intermolecular competitive (d6-1 verses d10-1) KIE, which eliminates deprotonation as 

the rate-limiting step, further implicate σ-complex formation as being product-

determining. It is satisfying, then, that the intramolecular EIE approximation (0.945) 

for the σ-complex is in excess of but quite close to the measured intramolecular KIE 

(0.957). This result is surprising in view of what might intuitively be expected. 

Scheme 4-1 illustrates one resonance structure of the σ-complex (7). One would 

expect the β-2H KIE resulting from hyperconjugation to dominate the intermolecular 

KIE if σ-complex formation were rate-limiting. However, it appears that steric 

interactions that develop at both the nascent 2’- and 5’-methyl positions override this 

effect, yielding an overall inverse 2H KIE. 

38BConclusion of the Chapter 
In summary, the results presented here represent a convincing mechanistic 

argument for rate- and product-limiting σ-complex formation in the Friedel-Crafts 

acylation of p-xylene. Computed structures of cationic intermediates yield insight into 

the energetics that control reactivity and selectivity in the Friedel-Crafts acylation. 

Finally, the substantial role of steric interactions in determining the direction and 
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magnitude of the KIEs measured here has been highlighted and are in accordance with 

steric 2H KIEs measured in other systems.[19] This work has implications upon future 

reaction development as inroads to asymmetric Friedel-Crafts reactions are made.[20] 

39BMaterials and Methods 

60BSynthesis of p-xylene-methyl-d3 
To a 250 mL RBF with a stir bar, 0.22 g (1.0 mmol) of palladium acetate, 0.96 g (2.3 
mmol) of tri(1-naphthyl)phosphine, 4.5 g (33 mmol) of p-tolylboronic acid, 15.3g (66 
mmol) of K3PO4·H2O, 120 mL of THF and 3 mL of water were added. While stirring, 
4 mL (9.6 g, 66 mmol) of iodomethane-d3 was added. After stirred overnight, the 
reaction mixture was poured into 500 mL of water. It was then extracted with 3 × 200 
mL pentane, and dried with anhydrous magnesium sulfate. The solution was then 
vacuum filtered and distilled. The distillate with a boiling range of 130-145oC was 
collected, weighed 1.8 g (50% yield), and identified as pure product by 1H NMR. 
1H NMR (400MHz, CDCl3) δ: 7.057 (s,4H), 2.301 (s, 3H). 

61BIntramolecular KIE measurement 
Competition Reaction Experiment. A 100 mL 3-neck RBF, mounted with a 25 mL 
pressure-equalizing dropping funnel, with a stir bar was dried by heating intensively 
with heat gun while purging dry nitrogen gas through. After the apparatus was cooled 
down to room temperature, 232 µL (measured by Eppendorf ® pipet, 200 mg, 1.83 
mmol, 1.0 eq) of p-xylene-methyl-d3 was added quickly with purging dry nitrogen to 
prevent moisture get in the flask. 20 mL of dry dichloromethane (Sigma-Aldrich, 
Sure/Seal™ bottle, used as-is) was transferred into the 3-neck RBF via cannula. The 
3-neck RBF was then placed into an ice-water bath. The mixture was stirred for at 
least 15 minutes to ensure the temperature was fully equilibrated to 0oC.  

 
Scheme 4-1. Consensus mechanism for the Friedel-Crafts 
acylation of xylene including putative representations of the 
π-complex 
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Another 100 mL RBF with a stir bar was dried by heating intensively with heat gun 
while purging dry nitrogen gas through. After the apparatus was cooled down to room 
temperature, 1.13 g (1.72 mmol, 0.9 eq) of anhydrous aluminum chloride was added 
quickly to prevent moisture get in the flask. 20 mL of dry dichloromethane (Sigma-
Aldrich, Sure/Seal™ bottle, used as-is) was transferred into the RBF via cannula. With 
stirring, 0.17 mL (0.17g, 1.6 mmol, 0.85 eq) of redistilled isobutyryl chloride was 
injected into the slurry. The mixture was stirred under room temperature for 10 
minutes as it turned clear. Then it was poured into the pressure-equalizing dropping 
funnel of the 3-neck RBF quickly and carefully with purging dry nitrogen to prevent 
moisture get in the funnel. After addition of the electrophile solution, the top of the 
pressure-equalizing dropping funnel was quickly mounted with a bent guard tube 
charged with anhydrous potassium carbonate held by a cotton plug. 
The electrophile solution was added in a rate of one drop per second which depleted 
all the electrophile solution in approximately 10 minutes. The reaction mixture was 
kept stirred for another 2 hours in ice-water bath, and then worked up by pouring it 
into a separatory funnel charged with 50 mL of crashed ice. The separatory funnel was 
capped and shaken vigorously, and put aside till the ice melt. The organic layer was 
separated and collected, and the aqueous layer was extracted with 2 × 50 mL of 
dichloromethane. The combined organic layer was dried with anhydrous magnesium 
sulfate. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation in vacuo. 
NMR Measurement and Calculation. The sample was dissolved in 0.75 mL of 
benzene-d6 and filled to the 5.0 cm mark in a standard 5 mm NMR tube. 2H NMR 
spectra were recorded at 61.364 MHz using a sweep width (200.0 Hz) 10 times that of 
width of the spectrum of interest, with the spectrum centered. An acquisition time of 
8.00 s was used to collect a total of 3200 points. A delay of 12.0 s was used to ensure 
quantitative relative 2H measurement. 
After acquisition, the spectrum was phased properly and base line corrected. The 
peaks at δ 2.32 ppm (2’-CD3) and δ 1.99 ppm (5’-CD3) were integrated separately by 
five times of their line widths. Their ratio as the intramolecular KIE was calculated 
and recorded. 
A total of four parallel experiments was done and averaged. 

62BIntermolecular KIE measurement 
Competition Reaction Experiment. The experiment for intermolecular KIE 
measurement was identical with the one for intramolecular KIE measurement, except 
a 1:1 mixture of p-xylene-d0 and p-xylene-dimethyl-d6 was used instead of p-xylene-
methyl-d3, and after drying, the removal of solvent dichloromethane was done by 
careful distillation, with stirring, in a water bath of 70 oC in order not to lose unreacted 
p-xylene (bp 133 oC) in the reaction mixture. 
NMR Measurement and Calculation.  
The sample was dissolved in 0.75 mL of CD2Cl2 and filled to the 5.0 cm mark in a 
standard 5 mm NMR tube.  
1H NMR spectra were recorded at 399.753 MHz using a sweep width (6387.7 Hz). An 
acquisition time of 16.00 s was used to collect a total of 204408 points. A delay of 
84.0 s was used to ensure quantitative relative 1H measurement. After acquisition, the 
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spectrum was phased properly and base line corrected. The “doublet” centered at δ 
2.34 ppm (2’- and 5’-CH3 from product) and the singlet at δ 2.29 ppm (methyl groups 
from reactant) were integrated separately by five times of their line widths. The 
portion of the “doublet” as the percent conversion (FH) of p-xylene-d0 was calculated 
and recorded. 
2H NMR spectra were recorded at 61.364 MHz using a sweep width (200.0 Hz) with 
the spectrum of interest centered. An acquisition time of 16.00 s was used to collect a 
total of 6400 points. A delay of 20.0 s was used to ensure quantitative relative 2H 
measurement. After acquisition, the spectrum was phased properly and base line 
corrected. The “doublet” centered at δ 2.32 ppm (2’- and 5’-CD3 from product) and 
the singlet at δ 2.27 ppm (deuterated methyl groups from reactant) were integrated 
separately by three times of their line widths. The portion of the “doublet” as the 
percent conversion (FD) of p-xylene-dimethyl-d6 was calculated and recorded. 
The intermolecular KIE was calculated using equation (1): 
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A total of four parallel experiments was done and averaged. 

63BKIE measurement of the deprotonation step 
Competition Reaction Experiment. The experiment for KIE measurement of the 
deprotonation step was identical with the one for intramolecular KIE measurement, 
except a 1:1 mixture of p-xylene-d10 and p-xylene-dimethyl-d6 was used instead of p-
xylene-methyl-d3, and after drying, the removal of solvent dichloromethane was done 
by careful distillation, with stirring, in a water bath of 70 oC in order not to lose 
unreacted p-xylene (bp 133 oC) in the reaction mixture. 
NMR Measurement and Calculation.  
The sample was dissolved in 0.75 mL of CD2Cl2 and filled to the 5.0 cm mark in a 
standard 5 mm NMR tube.  
1H NMR spectra were recorded at 399.754 MHz using a sweep width (408.2 Hz) with 
the spectrum of interest centered. An acquisition time of 16.00 s was used to collect a 
total of 13062 points. A delay of 60.0 s was used to ensure quantitative relative 1H 
measurement. After acquisition, the spectrum was phased properly and base line 
corrected. The singlet at δ 7.34 ppm (6’-H from product) and the singlet at δ 7.09 ppm 
(Ar-H, 4H, from reactant) were integrated separately by five times of their line widths. 
The percent conversion (FH) of p-xylene-dimethyl-d6 was calculated and recorded. 
2H NMR spectra were recorded at 92.278 MHz using a sweep width (992.7 Hz). An 
acquisition time of 6.00 s was used to collect a total of 11072 points. A delay of 3.0 s 
was used to ensure quantitative relative 2H measurement. After acquisition, the 
spectrum was phased properly and base line corrected. The integration of the singlet at 
δ 7.63 ppm (6’-D from product) and the singlet at δ 7.38 ppm (Ar-D, 4D, from 
reactant) were obtained by deconvolution using mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian peak 
shape. The percent conversion (FD) of p-xylene-d10 was calculated and recorded. 
The intermolecular KIE was calculated using equation (1). 
A total of three parallel experiments was done and averaged. 
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